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City Public Survey
Where Residents
Can Rate Priorities
The City of Fullerton has launched a
Community
Stakeholder
Survey.
Residents can respond online to a list of
issues facing the city at www.cityoffullerton.com/strategicplanning.
Alternatively, residents can voice their
top priorities in a written statement by
email to strategicplanning@cityoffullerton.com.
The online survey is completely anonymous and can only be taken once by each
responder. Responses to the survey will be
presented at a Special City Council Study
Session scheduled for Tuesday, April 23 at
6pm at Fullerton City Hall.
The purpose of the survey is to update
the city priority policies and create a new
Mission and Vision statement for the city
reflecting those priorities.
"We want the public to be part of the
process and reach as many stakeholders as
we can," Fullerton City Manager Ken
Domer said. "This is an incredibly effective way to engage residents to participate
in Fullerton’s decisions from the privacy
and convenience of their own home and
give valuable feedback for our upcoming
Study Session."

It was literally standing room only for hundreds who came to make public comments and listen to a presentation
by CSUF officials on the fate of the Fullerton Arboretum. PHOTO JESSE LA TOUR

CSUF Gives Options for Future of Arboretum:
Some Construction in All Proposed Scenarios
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by Jesse La Tour
Hundreds of concerned citizens showed
up at a public forum at Cal State Fullerton
on April 10 to give their feedback and
express concerns regarding the University’s
proposed “Master Plan,” all versions of
which include some construction in the
Fullerton Arboretum.
At the forum, the university’s contracted
architects (Flad Architects) presented three
proposed scenarios for the future of the
Arboretum. The common denominator in
all three proposals was something called
“Conference Center: Housing and
Meeting” which straddles the southeast
corner of the Arboretum grounds.
All three proposed options include some
construction in the Arboretum.
•Option A proposes a “Conference
Center: Housing and Meeting” in the
Arboretum.

•Option B proposes the
During a question and
Hundreds
Conference Center/Housing and
answer session with Danny
showed up
a Student Wellness Center in the
Kim (VP of Administration
at CSUF
Arboretum.
and Finance at CSUF), a
•Option C, the most buildingwoman asked, “Why is there
to express
intensive includes substantial concern about
not a single proposal that does
construction in the Arboretum:
not build on the Arboretum
proposed
1) Conference Center: Housing
land?…I do not feel that it’s
and Meeting 2) Student Wellness construction in representative of the comthe Fullerton
Center 3) Sustainability Center
ments that your office
Arboretum.
4) Greenhouse and Research
received…At the previous
building
5)
a
new
public forum in June of last
Administration building and
year, where the number one favorite place
6) a Maintenance building.
on campus was the Arboretum [based on
Attendees of the forum were asked to the number of post-it notes it received].
place stickers and “post-it” notes on their And to not have a single option where it
preferred option, and to give feedback. remains as is or under the pervue of those
Option A was the most popular, though managing it now, I think is irresponsible.”
there was little to no support for the proThere was a long and resounding
posed “Conference Center: Housing and applause from the hundreds of attendees.
Meeting” building.
Continued on page 11

RANCHO LA PAZ MOBILE HOMEOWNERS
MEET WITH NEW PARK OWNER by Jane Rands
About 150 residents who rent space for
their mobile homes at the Rancho La Paz
Mobile Home Park, which includes parts of
both Anaheim and Fullerton, met with the
park’s new owner, John Saunders, on April
5. Saunders said he made a “mistake” and
apologized for not meeting with residents
prior to imposing 45% to 55% increases in
space rent on the park’s mostly retired
homeowners.
After meeting with Anaheim’s Mayor
Harry Sidhu, and two park residents representing the community, Saunders rescinded
the rent increases until September 1 to allow
time for him and residents to work out a
process to phase in rent increases over the
next two and a half years and to revise the
11-page rent subsidy application.
Saunders said the prior owners, the
Richter Family Trust, had the benefit of
inheriting the park and were able to keep

the rents artificially low. But for him to pay
expenses, such as the $63 million mortgage
and $800,000 annual property tax bill on
the park that he purchased for $85 million
(which, according to the deed, also includes
a vacant lot north of the park and the land
leased by the adjacent Ma’s Islamic Chinese
Restaurant), he would have to raise their
“below market rents.”
Saunders said he has no intention of
“forcing” homeowners from the park. But
many of the residents, who moved to the
55-plus senior mobile home community as
an affordable option upon retiring, live on
fixed incomes and stated that they will not
be able to afford to pay the rent increases. As
a result, 33 of the 390 mobile homes in the
park are for sale according to residents,
though Saunders disputes that number.
Continued on page 3

All Residents of
Fullerton Invited to
Neighborhood Watch
Meeting April 23
There will be a Neighborhood Watch
meeting for all Fullerton residents who
are concerned about the safety of their
neighborhoods. The meeting will be
held on Tuesday, April 23 from 6:30pm
to 8:30pm in the multi-purpose room
of Rolling Hills School, 1460 Rolling
Hills Drive, Fullerton. The school is
located between State College and Brea
Blvds and the meeting place is in the
back on the south side of the school.
There will be representatives from the
Fullerton
Police
Department
Community Services and a police officer will answer any questions about
recent car break-ins, home burglaries
and other incidents that you or your
neighbors may have experienced.
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38th Annual Fullerton
CROP Hunger Walk
Raises $24,000 by Jere Greene
The 2019 CROP Hunger Walk
brought faith, civic, business, and school
groups together in the annual effort to
raise funds to end hunger. The walk started from the Downtown Fullerton Plaza
on Wilshire.
This year’s walk raised over $24,000.
The walk is organized by local groups
including FIMA (Fullerton Interfaith
Ministerial Association) and nationally by
Church World Service. 25% of the funds
raised in the Fullerton walk goes to end
hunger locally and the rest is distributed
by Church World Service to help provide
food, clean water, and resources to help
communities around the world. Gayle
Blume was the top walker this year raising
$1,700 as an individual and her team at
the Congregational Church of Fullerton
came in with the top group total of
$3,477. This is no surprise since the
founder of the CROP Walk in Fullerton,
Barbara Johnson, is a member. First
Christian was the second highest fundraiser bringing in
$3,443 with Pastor Mandye Yates, president of FIMA leading this year’s event. Over 2,000 communities across the US
hold walks each year. Learn more about the program at
www.crophungerwalk.org.

Faith and civic groups, businesses and schools came together to raise money for programs to end hunger.
The Fullerton Congregational Church walkers (pictured above) raised the most in this year’s walk to end hunger.
First Christian Church walkers (pictured below) raised the 2nd most. - PHOTOS BY JERE GREENE

CBD: The Medical Series by Joe Lawton, MD
Dr. Brian Jeung, a pain management
specialist and anesthesiologist, presented a
lecture to about 100 predominately senior
citizens on The Use and Abuse of Medical
Marijuana for the purpose of managing
pain on March 25 as part of the Osher
Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI)’s
Medical Series. Surprisingly, a large number of attendees had at one time or another used some form of either topical or sublingual CBD (cannabidiol, a cannabis
derivative).
Dr. Jeung is a pain management specialist and anesthesiologist as well as a professor of anesthesiology at the UCI School of
Medicine and is heavily involved in
research on the use of cannabis in the
management of pain. He discussed the
legal problems having to do with the
legalization of cannabis in the state of
California and other states, while its use
and research in clinical trials are still illegal by the Federal government.
He also explained the difference in the
two main types of Cannabis—THC
(tetrahydrocannabinol) the psychoactive
type, and CBD (cannabinoid) the most
common pain management and non-psychoactive type. The human nervous system has normally occurring cannabinoid
receptors called CB1 and CB2. CB1 is
produced in the brain and is a receptor for
the THC, which produces the “high” of
cannabis. CB2, on the other hand, is produced in peripheral nerves and therefore is
useful in the management of pain. CBD
does not produce a “high.”
According to Jeung, there is a place in
pain management for CBD, however the
major problem revolves around not know-

ing exact dosage amounts and schedules
due to the lack of clinical trials. In his
opinion, the most effective product in
pain management available is the sublingual CBD used for peripheral pain, however the appropriate dosage is not clearly
defined.
OLLI is an organization of about 1700
retired and semiretired people affiliated
with Cal State Fullerton. They provide a
medical program weekly on alternate
Wednesdays at the Fullerton Elks Club
and
Morningside
Retirement
Community. The goal is to improve the
medical literacy of the attendees in such a
way as to improve their health and understanding of various medical problems facing the senior population. Members of
OLLI can attend over 100 classes per
semester, mostly on the campus of Cal
State Fullerton in the Ruby Gerontology
Center.
Dr. Joe Lawton is the coordinator of
The OLLI Medical Series and also
a jazz musician.

Mardi Gras King and Queen Jack Miller and Dottie Blietz.

Friends of Jazz 20th Anniversary by Eric Marchese
Fullerton non-profit Friends of Jazz
(FOJ) celebrated its 20th anniversary with
a Mardi Gras Ball that was part New
Orleans Bourbon Street wingding, part
elegant formal dinner/dance party, and
part jazz concert with performances by
several local groups of students from
CSUF and Fullerton College.
Music was provided by the New Trade
Quartet from Fullerton College, the
Fullerton J-Train, featuring 12 vocal jazz
students under the direction of Jamie
Shew and the 15-person Fullerton Jazz
Band under the direction of Bruce Babad
- the latter including numerous guest
soloists and vocalists. CSUF’s eight-person Krewe Parade and Dixieland parade

Band, directed by Bill Cunliffee, provided
music for the Krewe Parade, an authentic
re-creation of a New Orleans/Mardi Grasstyle parade. Guests were also treated to a
15-minute recorder concert performed by
Sunset Lane students who are studying
music, jazz and improvisation through
FOJ’s 4th Grade Recorder Program under
direction of Jennifer Hart. A highlight of
the annual ball was the crowning of new
Mardi Gras King and Queen, Jack Miller
and Dottie Blietz.
The purpose of Friends of Jazz, founded
in 1999, is to help keep music in our
schools and funds from the annual events
are awarded to local college and high
school students studying jazz.
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RANCHO LA PAZ MOBILE HOME PARK
RESIDENTS MEET WITH PARK’S OWNER
that form” but he defended the question
about relatives’ income. He implied that if
Residents told Saunders of the difficul- “a son has a lot of money,” the son should
ties they were having selling their homes. subsidize the rent for his parent.
They said that Star Management, conVickie Talley from the Manufactured
tracted by Saunders to manage the park, Home Educational Trust (MHET) and
was not approving buyers and real estate founder of Vickie Talley and Associates
agents were unable to get clarification which “has extensive experience in closing
from management as to what the month- mobile home parks,” as described on the
ly space rents would be for new owners.
firm’s website beside an image of a demolSaunders promised, “I
ished mobile home park,
will make sure to straighten
will administer the subVickie Talley &
that out (the new rental Associates, whose firm sidy program at Rancho
rates within the park)
La Paz.
specializes in closing
today.” He suggested buyers
Residents of Rancho La
mobile home parks,
may not be getting
Paz
can get help completis in charge of
approved by Star for reasons
the revised subsidy
ing
administering the
other than not meeting the
application, once it is
financial qualifications, but rent subsidy program. available, as well as inforDespite her specialty, mation about utility rate
assured residents, “If Star is
refusing somebody, I want Saunders said he won’t reductions
available
close the park unless
to be sure it’s not happenthrough the California
there is rent control.
ing.”
Alternative Rates for
For residents who plan to
Energy (CARE) program
stay and cannot afford higher rent, sub- by contacting Talley at 657-204-6671.
sidy applications will be available.
Despite Talley’s firm’s specialty,
According to Saunders, he will bear the Saunders said he does not plan to close the
cost of the subsidies, the amount of which park, unless there is rent control. He said
is not yet known and will be determined he has not redeveloped any of the 3 parks
based on the amount rent is increased.
he says he owns and runs. He also said
Saunders recognized that rent subsidies that he will keep Rancho La Paz as a senwill need to be available for a “substantial- ior park “as long as I can get enough rent
ly higher” number of residents than the to cover expenses.”
12% anticipated in his initial plan.
The residents will formalize a non-profApplicants will qualify for the subsidy it on April 15 and will select a committee
based on their income compared to the from among residents living in both the
cost of rent, utilities, and any monthly Anaheim and Fullerton sections of the
mortgage payment.
park to negotiate with Saunders on behalf
The current, unrevised application of all residents. Saunders said, “I can
asked some questions that one resident assure you it (the rent) will be less.” But
described as, “none of your damn busi- then he explained that the less the increase
ness.” Saunders said he “did not look at is now, the greater it will be in the future.
Continued from frontpage

counties mandate rent control, according
to GSMOL [Golden State Manufactured
Homeowners League]…The only Orange
County city that offers rent control is San
immediately announced to all the seniors, Juan Capistrano, which passed a mobilesome of whom had been there for home rent-control ordinance in 1978. At
decades, that they’d ‘lived here too long the time it was written, the ordinance
and too cheap, and we’re going to do noted a ‘shortage of spaces for the location
something about that!’ True to his word, of mobile homes’ and the need to protect
he immediately raised rents $400 to $500 residents from ‘unreasonable space rents.’
a month, got the park designated ‘all age,’ It has withstood several challenges, traveland began his slow program: Over 130 ing all the way to the California 4th
seniors now forced out, living with family,
District Court of Appeal
homeless, disappeared, dead.
in 1989.”
And
Saunders’
profits
Conveniently,
The problem is a relasoared!”
Star Management, tively new trend in which
Saunders did the same
private equity firms and
thing when he bought Pacific Star Mobile Home corporations buy up
Mobile Home Park in Sales, and Pacific mobile home parks that
Huntington Beach: “A family
Current Partners were formerly familypark mere steps from the
all share the
owned (like Rancho La
beach, Pacific had been run as
Paz) and view them as a
same address.
long as anyone could rememspeculative investment.
ber by a pair of brothers who
“Parks that are still famrarely raised rents much. But the moment ily-owned have had no problems or conSaunders got his hands on the place last troversy, continuing to raise their rents 2year [2013], longtime residents got the 3% a year as they have for decades; only
same lecture from Star Management/ the ones taken over by corporations, with
Michael Cirillo that Shorecliffs residents their relentless and brutal pursuit of profhad gotten from Robert Coldren: ‘You it, have suffered the crimes against
people have been paying too little for too humanity we’re documenting today,”
long, and we’re going to take care of that!’ wrote Nelson.
Most rents went up by $100 last summer,
HOW RENT STABILIZATION WORKS
and then by another $400 in January, for
a total of 62%.’”
The city of Oceanside has a rent stabiA 2015 article in OC Weekly describes lization ordinance, which has been in
the situation across Orange County’s effect since 1985.
mobile home parks:
At its last meeting Oceanside’s
“In response, residents began to fight Manufactured Home Fair Practices
for rent controls and other ordinances to Commission, which sets annual increases
protect themselves; they failed in according to the Consumer Price Index,
Anaheim, Dana Point, Garden Grove, did so for 12 of the 16 mobile home parks
Huntington Beach, Laguna Beach, Lake in Oceanside. Saunders and owners of
Forest, Stanton and Villa Park. Such loss- three other parks are challenging the
es weren't surprising: Only 3 % of cities in approved “rent ceiling,” and will be back
Los Angeles, San Bernardino and Orange before the commission on May 2.

About John Saunders’ Other Mobile Home Parks
& How Rent Stabilization Works by Jesse La Tour
A TREND OF PREDATORY BEHAVIOR
Rancho La Paz is not the first mobile
home park that John Saunders and his
investment partners have purchased and
drastically increased the rents, causing
problems and outrage.
Four other parks have been tracked
directly to Saunders; Shorecliff, and
Pacific Mobile Home Park (Surf City
Beach Cottages) both in Huntington
Beach; Rancho San Luis Rey in
Oceanside; and Palm Beach Mobile
Home Park in San Clemente.
Because Saunders buys the properties
under various Limited Liability names it is
difficult to track just how many he owns.
He appears to be a partner of PCP (Pacific
Current Partners) which includes principals Robert Coldren, and Mike Cirillo
(also owner of Star Management).
A January, 29, 2016 press release from
the PCP company website states:
“Pacific Current Partners, a manufactured housing investor group led by
industry veteran Mike Cirillo and
Saunders Property Company recently
partnered to acquire Palm Beach Mobile
Home Park in San Clemente for an undisclosed amount...This transaction represents the eighth manufactured housing
acquisition for this team in the last two
years.”
PCP now owns 19 mobile home parks
while Star Management lists 27.
A 2014 article by Vern Pat Nelson on
the Orange Juice Blog explains what happened in Huntington Beach:
“Saunders swooped into [Huntington]
Shorecliffs in 2008 like a tornado, with
his attorney Robert Coldren, (famed for
fighting against mobile home park rent
control up and down the state). Coldren

Above: Saunders at left answers a homeowner’s question.
Below: Residents listen to park owner Saunders about the future as he sees it.

The 433-space Rancho San Luis Rey
Mobile Home Park in Oceanside was purchased by Saunders & Co. from J.
Richter, (at the same time as Rancho La
Paz was sold to Saunders by Richter).
Under the rent stabilization ordinance,
park owners must apply for rent adjustments (i.e. increases) each year.
The increases must be less than 75 % of
the percentage increase in the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) for the applicable calendar year, or a flat 8% (whichever is lower).
So, for example, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics CPI for all items for San Diego
County in 2018 was 3.4 percent. (75% of
3.4% = 2.55%). Therefore, the percentage
increase for the purpose of calculating the
space rent increase is 2.55% for mobile
home parks in Oceanside in 2019.
That’s basically how rent stabilization
works. By tying rent increases to the
Consumer Price Index, it prevents predatory speculative investment and outrageous rent hikes. However, mobile home
spaces that are under lease agreements are
not protected under stabilization, nor are
those mobile homes that have been purchased by park owners.
Otherwise the system seems to be working well to give both mobile homeowners
and park owners a fair predictable annual
increase.
Unfortunately, as was reported by the
OC Weekly, there is considerable
political/ideological opposition to rent
stabilization by some.
Will officials of the cities of Anaheim
and Fullerton look at the data, and not
ideology, and consider fair options to protect local residents? Time will tell.
For more info on Rent Stabilization
Ordnances and more see:
www.gsmol.org
www.mhphoa.com www.mhaction.com
http://www.qcode.us/codes/sanjuancapistrano/
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CITY COUNCIL NOTES
by Jesse La Tour

The Council meets at 6:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda information and streaming video
of council meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
Meetings are broadcast live on Cable Ch 3 and rebroadcast
at 3pm and 6pm the following Wed. & Sun. & 5pm Mon.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact council at 714-738-6311 or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

April 2 City Council Meeting
(Next meeting Tuesday, April 16 at 6:30pm.
Come see your local government in action!)

Closed Session
Before every public city council meeting, there is a “closed session” in which council
meets with various parties to discuss items outside view of the public. During this
week’s closed session, council met with legal council to discuss current and potential
lawsuits against the city: Stephanie Ortiz v. City of Fullerton, Lucrecia Jackson, et al. v.
City of Fullerton, et al., and Orange County Catholic Worker et al v. Orange County et al
(ongoing lawsuit related to homelessness). Council also met with representatives of various local public employee unions (police, fire, city employees) to discuss parameters of
authority for negotiating salaries,benefits and working conditions.

The Plight of Those Living in their Vehicles
A woman who lives in her RV said that
the city ordinance forbidding parking
between 2am to 5am on city streets discriminates against her and others who live
in their vehicles.
“A lot of us who are out there in the RVs
didn’t choose this. We are trying to get
ourselves back up. We’re being harassed,
paying parking ticket after parking ticket,
paying the fines. We can’t repair our RVs
to go anywhere because we can’t afford it,”
she said.
Another woman named Samantha, who
also lives in her vehicle, wrote a poem
about the experience of being harassed by
the police for not having a permanent residence.
Bang! Bang!
Bang Bang! Who’s at my door to talk?
Bang Bang! I’m sorry, I need you off
this lot.
Bang Bang! Please sir, I have nowhere
to go.

I’m sorry that’s not my concern no more.
Bang Bang! There goes my beating heart.
Bang Bang! It continues in my dreams.
Bang Bang! Will the banging ever stop.
Bang Bang! I’d love to hear a knock.
Knock Knock. This is it. You need to leave.
Knock Knock. Please God,
love and cover me.
Bang.
“I’m requesting that everyone, especially Fullerton police tone down the aggressiveness, the ticket-giving, the fear, and
the lack of empathy,” Samantha said. “I’m
a homeless person who doesn’t do drugs
or drink. I’m educated, I work, I pay my
taxes, so please work for me and work
with me educating yourselves, the residents, the businesses, the church members
that the homeless mean you no harm…I
know homeless people can be rude and
dirty, but not all homeless people are the
same or have the same issues. The homeless people like myself just want a safe and

Council Approves Water Rate Study
Recommendations
Council voted 4-1 (Whitaker “no”) to
approve the recommendations of recent
Water Rate study conducted by Stantec
Consulting and the Water Rate Ad Hoc
Committee.
In accordance with Prop 218, all water
ratepayers will be mailed a notification of
the proposed rate changes, and will have
45 days to provide their comments and
feedback.
After this comment period ends, the
council will vote at the June 4 meeting on
whether or not to implement the new
water rates, which will go into effect in
July if approved.
According to the staff report, the proposed water rate changes will result in
additional revenues of approximately $5.6
million in Year 1 (Fiscal Year 2019-20)
and reach $19.4 million in Year 5 (Fiscal
Year 2023-24).
The additional revenue will provide for
operational expenses, annual replacement
of nine miles of pipeline by 2023, and
“high priority” reservoir, well, and pump
replacements/upgrades.
The future rates are designed to establish fiscal stability through a restructuring
that shifts a certain amount of fixed costs
to the fixed meter charge.
So, for example, in 2019-20, the rate
for a single family residential (SFR) cus-

tomer with a 5/8” meter using 11,000 gallons of water a month will be adjusted
from the current $51.16 to a proposed
$51.15, a reduction of 1 cent per month
or 2 cents on a bi-monthly bill.
The rates for a SFR customer with a 1”
meter using 11,000 gallons per month
will be adjusted from the current $54.12
per month to the proposed $66.38 per
month. This is increase of $12.26 per
month or $24.52 on a bi-monthly bill.
During public comment, resident Fritz
von Coelln said that the city faces an
“emergency” with its outdated water
infrastructure, and should instead issue a
bond to replace what needs replacing now.
He also criticized the water rate changes
because, by shifting costs from water
usage to fixed meter costs, they do not
promote water conservation.
Councilmember Whitaker, who voted
against the recommendations, said he was
concerned that “it isn’t until year 4 or 5
that we see a significant application of the
funds toward water mains and pipes.”
Whitaker also said he “would like to see
more in the way of ensuring that inflated
costs don’t get passed onto ratepayers in
the future” and that he was concerned
about hitting people on fixed incomes
with “some pretty steep increases.”

Fullerton and State Recognize Arab-American Heritage Month: Fullerton and the
California State Legislature recognized Arab American Heritage Month with proclamations at the April 2 Fullerton city council meeting. The proclamations were presented to
Arab American Civic Council founder Rashad Al-Dabbagh (at center) by Mayor Silva
(far right), Councilmember Zahra (2nd from left), and two representatives from
Assemblywoman Quirk-Silva’s office.

Council Postpones Discussion of Rent
Stabilization for Mobile Home Parks Until July
Council decided to postpone discussion
of rent stabilization (or measures to prevent rent gouging) at mobile home parks
until July.
This decision came in the context of the
new owner of Rancho La Paz mobile
home park in Anaheim/Fullerton (John
Saunders of Newport Beach) drastically
raising rents between 44 and 60 percent.
Residents attended council meetings
and elected officials put pressure on
Saunders to reduce these drastic increases,
which would cause real hardship to hundreds of the park residents, all of whom
are seniors. Finally Saunders agreed to
postpone any rent increases until
September 1, and to offer a rent subsidy
program for qualified residents.
This situation caused some local elected
officials, such as Jose Moreno of the
Anaheim city council, to propose some
kind of “rent stabilization” to protect residents of mobile home parks from this
kind of price gouging.
At Anaheim’s April 2 meeting, Moreno
and Anaheim Mayor Harry Sidhu clashed
over rent stabilization, and Anaheim city
council decided to postpone discussion to
their next council meeting on April 16.
Meanwhile, Fullerton city council
decided to postpone discussion until July
at the request of Mayor Protem Fitzgerald.
Mayor Silva, alternatively, proposed creating an “ad hoc” committee to study rent
stabilization proposals and how they have
worked in other cities.
“I would like to study this a little
more—to allow our city attorney and city
manager to determine what it would take
to do some sort of rent stabilization—
what’s the process, the administrative
costs, will it help,” Silva said.
Councilmember Zahra supported this;
Mayor
Protem
Fitzgerald,
and
Councilmembers Whitaker and Flory did
not.
Mayor Protem Fitzgerald opposed the
idea of creating a committee to study rent

stabilization, and made the motion to
postpone the item until July.
“This has never been a problem with
any of our mobile home parks before. We
have every indication at this point that
this owner is committed to working with
these residents. So what problem are you
looking for to solve?” Fitzgerald asked.
“I’m looking to make sure that this type
of increase doesn’t happen to other mobile
home park residents. So if someone comes
in and again raises rents by 20-30 percent
that we’re not back here again going
through all this. So I want to look at to see
what a rent stabilization would entail,”
Silva said.
Fitzgerald responded, “I just think we
need to calm down a little bit, give this
specific situation time to see if it can work
itself out. I always think that letting the
people and the private sector work out
these problems leads to much better solutions than government coming in and dictating what solutions will be for the entire
industry based on one bad apple.”
Councilmember Flory agreed with
Fitzgerald’s “wait and see” proposal, but
urged city staff “to investigate what has
happened in other cities” such as
Huntington Beach, where mobile home
park residents have faced similar issues
with Saunders.
“If a mobile home park owner causes
people to lose their homes, I have no compunction about supporting an ordinance
that makes that landowner have to make
that tenant whole,” Flory said.
Councilmember Whitaker said, “I
think it’s more a private transaction issue
more than it is a government policy issue,
so that’s where I like the notion of trying
to work this out on your own.”
Silva repeated that he wanted an ad hoc
committee to gather as much information
to see what is happening with other parks.
“It may not involve rent control. I don’t
know what it may be,” Silva said.
continued on page 5

Agenda Forecast
Tuesday, April 16: Strategic Planning
recap and next steps, Fireworks Lottery
Drawing, Grant Funding for New Well
construction, Downtown Paid Parking
Pilot Program, Regulations for Businesses
Selling Alcohol, Jail Staffing Services
Agreement, Regulation of Taxicabs,
Citation Fee Schedule.

Come see your local government in
action!
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CITY COUNCIL NOTES CONTINUED
Council Postpones Discussion of Rent Stabilization
for Mobile Home Parks Until July continued from page 4
However, lacking majority support for
his ad hoc committee proposal, Silva
withdrew it, and council voted 5-0 to
adopt Fitzgerald’s “wait and see until July”
policy.
During public comment, Rancho La
Paz homeowners expressed concern over
John Saunders, the new park owner’s track
record, and expressed skepticism that he
could be trusted to keep the residents’ best
interests in mind.
“The reason we’re all here comes down
to the track record of the new owner,”
Rancho La Paz resident Todd Harrison
said. “We’re not the first park he’s bought,
in multiple states. And we’re not the first
park he’s bought to get radical, sudden,
disabling rent increases. He talks about
how he didn’t understand the issue until
all of you and Anaheim and our state legislature started showing up at his door and
telling him what he needed to do. It’s not
his first time. He knew all of this beforehand—it just did not matter to him.”
Speaking of the increasingly common
practice of buying mobile home parks and
drastically increasing rents, Rancho La Paz
resident Rosemary McCloud said, “I
would like to see Fullerton be number one
leading this state in legislation to stop this.
I know rent control failed by a small margin last year [prop 10]. But I would like to
propose rent control for mobile home
parks.”
“We really need you to take a very
strong action,” McCloud said. “These
people aren’t just being run out of this

park. They’re being run out of the state of
California. People I’ve spoken to—one is
going to Utah, one to Colorado, one to
Arizona, one as far as Tennessee—some
place where they can live on the money
that they have. I don’t know if there’s a
place in Orange County for the elderly,
for the handicapped, for the people
who’ve served their country—my husband served in the military for 21 years.”
Resident Jim Warner said, “We’ve heard
the term ‘rent control.’ What we need is
rent stabilization. Rent stabilization prevents excessive and unreasonable rent
increases, but does not stop the owner
from having a reasonable rent increase.
They’re typically based on the consumer
price index. The consumer price index for
this year is 4.5%…He [the owner] has the
right for a fair return on his investment,
but this rent increase was just crazy.”
Housing industry and lobbyist folks
showed up and spoke at the meeting giving standard arguments against rent stabilization: that the solution to the affordable
housing crisis is to build more housing,
not rent stabilization, and that rent stabilization creates unnecessary and costly
bureaucracy.
What was in short supply at both meetings was actual data, and council majorities on both Anaheim and Fullerton city
councils seemed determined not to study
how rent stabilization programs have
actually worked in other cities.
See related story on page 3

Street Improvements Funded by Gas Tax
and Sale of City Property
Council voted 5-0 to approve $5.4 million for street improvements using proceeds from the recent sale of city-owned
property and other funds.
The streets to be improved will be a
combination of arterial and residential
streets. The roads to be repaired were chosen based on both maintenance needs,
and the ability to combine road repair
with water infrastructure repair to increase
efficiency.
The streets to be repaired are:
Brookhurst St (from Commonwealth to
Orangethorpe): 0.75 mi
Brea Blvd (from Bastanchury to North
City Limits): 0.53 mi
Maple Ave (from Rolling Hills to North
City Limits): 0.40 mi
Chapman Ave (from Euclid to Basque):

0.50 mi
Malvern Ave (from Drake to Richman):
0.12 mi
Jacaranda Pl Cul-de-sac to Malden:
0.55 mi
During the discussion, Councilmember
Zahra said he would have liked to see
Orangethorpe on this list, especially as the
Woodcrest Park improvements are happening shortly.
City Manager Domer said that OCTA
M2 funds could soon become available
for such a project.
Council also approved a separate plan
to reconstruct Euclid St. (from
Williamson Avenue to Fern Drive) with
about $2.3 million from SB-1 (the “gas
tax”). Construction is expected to happen
in late Spring 2020.
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Town & Gown Hosts
CSUF President Virjee
by Jane Rands
CSUF President Framroze “Fram”
Virjee spoke at the Fullerton Library on
April 10 about himself and his goals for
Cal State University Fullerton. He also
responded to questions about the
Fullerton Arboretum, College Town,
CSUF’s Master Plan, and student poverty
and housing.
Virjee began, “Libraries are my happy
place.” He said they are a “cultural hub”
and a place for “community activism.”
Similarly, CSUF brings him the joy he
feels when listening to music, eating pizza,
and holding his grandson. CSUF is a
“transformative institution” that changes
the lives of students and their families.
Virjee was the first in
his family to attend college. His father was an
orphan in India who at
14 stowed away on a
freight ship. The crew
took him in and he later
became a captain in the
British
Merchant
Marine. His mother
came from Sweden.
Virjee lived his first 6
years on a ship until his
family came to the U.S.
on the Queen Mary in
1966. His mother’s
father worked as a janitor at El Camino
College where Virjee
learned about plumbing
and “the power of education.”
He attended UC Santa Barbara for his
undergraduate degree. When he arrived at
UCSB, he and his parents did not feel like
he belonged and he didn’t know what to
expect.
He later applied for law school to “make
a difference in the world.” He wanted to
attend Georgetown. But when he learned
his father would have to sell the family car
to afford the $30,000 tuition he chose
UC Hastings, which cost $800.
After law school, he worked for
O'Melveny & Myers in LA for 30 years.
They paid him well and he enjoyed his
work. But after reading Bob Buford’s
book “Halftime” about how to “find fulfillment in the second half of life,” he left
the firm to do something to “make things
better.” He and his wife started a nonprofit in Rwanda called Yambi.
Soon after, the CSU Chancellor recruited him to be executive vice chancellor and
general counsel of the CSU system. For 4
years, Virjee worked on curriculum and
improving student access and success.
When CSUF President Mildred Garcia
left to be president of the American
Association of Colleges and Universities,
Virjee filled in as interim president.
He and his wife Julie felt welcomed
when they moved from Palos Verdes to
Fullerton. 15 months later and after 68
students from the University Singers
packed into his office to sing spiritual
songs they had prepared for an upcoming

competition, Virjee decided to stay.
As a first-generation immigrant from an
inter-racial family, he knows what it is like
for a majority of CSUF student. 50% are
Latino, 25% are Asian Pacific Islander,
and 60% are the first in their family to
attend university. “What we are doing is
not just providing an education, not just
creating the future. We are raising them,
their families and our community up.”
Virjee is now implementing a 5-year
strategic plan, raising $175 million, going
through an accreditation review, recruiting 70 tenure track faculty members, reopening the remodeled library in the fall,
creating a faculty and staff meeting place,
enlarging the veterans’ center, promoting
the
Center
for
Entrepreneurship, and
constructing a “traditional gateway” from
Nutwood
to
the
library.
In response to questions
about
the
Arboretum, he said it is
the best use of the land
for CSUF, but it costs
$750,000 to $1 million per year from
funds meant for education. He wants to
increase its academic
use while preserving it
as a “botanical place”
and a “resource for the
community.”
“The Arboretum is
not going to be bulldozed” and there are
no plans for dorms or a parking structure.
But, they are considering a conference
center and possibly moving the campus
greenhouse onto the site.
Virjee said it would be a “wonderful
thing (for CSUF) to join College Park
(south of Nutwood).” But, he said, “It
would have to be something the community embraces.” He suggested a bridge
across Nutwood as a “short-term” solution.
The Master Plan anticipates 1% growth
annually. Options to facilitate growth
include expanded days of operation and
“smart classrooms” with cameras, screens,
microphones, and remote connections.
Offsite housing and classrooms are other
options, but for students to get “that great
experience” of being on campus, the
Master Plan is looking to replace 50 to 60
year old buildings and one and two story
buildings with higher structures.
CSUF doesn’t have the budget to feed
and house students who are food insecure,
couch surfing, or living in their cars. But
Tuffy’s Basic Needs at CSUF offers emergency dorms and funds loaded onto a students’ Titan Card to purchase food on
campus. Virjee is asking the state to fund
more services, including mental health
care. He said that student and faculty
housing is a community and state issue
that he will work on as a “convener” to
facilitate finding solutions.

WEEKLY SWIM LESSONS
Choose your days and times each
week. All levels and ages taught from
those who fear the water to those
looking to refine their strokes.

WINTER SESSION
Registration begins Dec. 3rd.

LEARN MORE AT www.fastswimming.net
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Photo Quiz

QUESTION:
What historic building is this?
Send your answer to Mike at
AllMedia@sbcglobal.net
Summer Houser, Madelynn Dabbs, Larry Houser, and Boyd Houser at the annual event.

MARDI GRAS
FOR AUTISM

ANSWER: LAST ISSUE’S QUIZ
Where is this (above) located?
A: Hillcrest Park, west of the fountain

Happy Anniversary Del and Denise!

UNITY SALON TURNS 25

The annual Mardi Gras for Autism took
place behind Bourbon Street on April 5.
Larry, Summer, John and many others put
on a fun day for all ages and raised substantial funding for the cause. A full day
of entertainment on and off the main
stage, food and drinks, games and more
put this on the map and I know they
would all like to thank everyone for making this year a very successful one.
At right: A clown and his tiny dog are
asked at Mardi Gras “Does your dog bite?”

I personally spent a couple of decades at
my Villa del Sol office and while there, a
hair salon took over a corner retail space
that had access from the courtyard as well
as Wilshire Avenue. It seemed like a likely
place for success, with a cozy, clean, modern atmosphere and high visibility. But,
downtown was not fully ‘happening’ back
then, and in fact, when someone opened a
new venture it was a bold move.
Downtown was morphing from ‘old’ to
‘historic’.
No doubt about it, being young and
putting it all on the line is not for the
timid. Co-founders Denise MacLean and
Del Ignacio were those two young entrepreneurs and obviously, with this quarter
century milestone coming up in May,
they have been successful and have literally grown up at the location. They have
many talented hair stylists of course, and
also provide a number of other services. A
quick quote- “We have loved being a part
of this wonderful community and look
forward to many more years of success!”

NEW IN TOWN
HUT PRESERVATION
After being tipped off that a scout house
was being renovated on the outskirts of
our downtown, I drove by to take a look
at the place where my family members
spent many hours. Turns out, I was mistaken, it was actually another scout building that I did not even know about, the
Scout Hut adjacent to Orangethorpe
School on Pacific Drive. In fact, a neighbor who has been in Fullerton for his
entire life was the one who spent his
youth there, along with a number of his
friends, of course. Many of the vintage
ribbons and other items are still there, as
well as the original fireplace, and many
other items that you yourself may remember from your time there.

The Scout Hut for Pack 1294 has been
there for over 60 years and looks much
like it did when it opened. The idea is to
keep the look but make sure it lasts another 60 plus years, much like the efforts
taken a few years ago on the original
Amerige Brothers sales office, now completely restored and sitting comfortably
across from City Hall.
There you may notice the many flowering milkweed plants out front being visited by numerous Monarch butterflies. If
you stop by and take a close look, you
may very well see the Monarch caterpillars, a chrysalis or two, and maybe even an
emerging Monarch. More and more people these days are planting milkweed and
the Monarch numbers will increase
because of it.

Bill, Cyndi and Jay are part of the team
renovating the Pack 1294 Scout Hut.

FULLERTON DOWNTOWN
MARKET EVERY THURSDAY
Finally, Thursday nights are back at the
Fullerton Museum Center & Downtown
Plaza on E. Wilshire. The first night back
was April 5 and of course, local favorites
Bubba and the Big Bad Blues were on
stage, the craft and food booths were all
there, and the Farmer’s Market was busy
as always. It seemed like this opening
night was busier that ever before.
For many of us it’s time to catch up
with those we have not seen much of since
the final Market night last year and why
not use the line always heard “Be there or
be square.” Anybody know who says that
every year? I’m sure you do. See you next
week from 4pm to 8:30pm.

SAY CHEESE
It happened--a highly anticipated new
specialty store just opened in our downtown, and all you need is a sense of humor
to appreciate it.
Why a sense of humor? Because the
owners Amy Davis and Heather Bragg
named their cheese shop Let It Brie, a
twist so to speak on the 12th and final
Beatles album, so expect a fun experience
as well. Maybe this will even make
America grate again.
They carry over 100 different cheeses
from all over the world and if you are so
inclined, they are ready to tell you the
story behind many of them. This is a shop
and also a cafe, hooray. For years the
words of wisdom in the retail world of
downtown have been that what we really
needed is variety, “Mom and Pop” retail,
and unique businesses. Well here you go;
it is located next door to the former Judy
Lynn Bakery at 117 E Commonwealth.
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LOCAL NEWS & CROSSWORD
This
vintage
home is
adorned
with
colorful
droughttolerant
planting
islands.
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“HAPPY SPRING!” by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)
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Fullerton Beautiful Garden Tour
by Sylvia Palmer Mudrick
All the colors of spring will be on display Sunday, April 28, when the nonprofit beautification group Fullerton Beautiful
presents its Annual Open Gardens Tour.
The tour will be held from 11am to
4pm, and will feature a wide variety of
garden types, from a house in the middle
of a garden, a quiet book lover’s retreat,
active spaces for entertaining, some lowmaintenance and drought-tolerant plantings, and lots and lots of flowers - something for everyone!
Maps to the locations of the seven gardens to be spotlighted on the tour are
$15, and may be purchased at the
Fullerton
College
Horticulture
Department, located east of the intersection of Lemon Street and Berkeley
Avenue.
Visitors are also invited to walk through
the department’s gardens, and plants will
be available for sale. Proceeds from the
sales support the department’s programs.
Among the gardens to be featured on
the Open Gardens Tour is one the owner
dubbed the “ugly duckling” when he purchased the home in 2003. The yard was
drab, with lots of grass and planters filled
with rosemary. In 2014, with drought
conditions on the rise, the owner decided
to dramatically reduce the turf, expand
the planting beds and bring in a colorful
variety of drought-tolerant and succulent
plantings. In a bow to the green up front,
there are turf accents along with pavers.
The ugly duckling nickname also included the backyard pool, which had to be
completely renovated with the addition of
new decking, a waterfall, planters, statuary and entertainment space. Plumerias,
palms, succulents and cactus line the back
planter. Decorative pots add colorful
touches.
A second garden on the tour surrounds
a vintage Spanish Colonial Revival home.
Since the owners purchased the home 11

years ago, they have made many improvements, including developing a landscape
design that incorporates the outdoor living space as an extension of the home. A
blended mix of hard- and soft-scape
details help achieve this in both the front
and back patios of the home. The owners
chose to go with a more drought-tolerant
approach in front with new ground cover
along with several varieties of cactus. The
rear yard features an entertaining area centered by a Tipuana tipu tree. Fruit trees
and smaller plants surround the fireplace,
water feature, and outdoor kitchen which
includes a home-made wood fired pizza
oven.
A large parcel originally developed in
1949 hosts a third garden on the tour.
The property had been part of the original
Valencia orange groves enveloping the
city.
Railroad tracks were next to this property and trains took fruit to the packing
house on what is now Sunnycrest Drive.
The owner enjoys designing and redesigning gardens. These include a French
country one with wall art, grape vines,
lavenders and a shade garden with azaleas,
gardenias and hydrangeas.
Other sites include an arbor overflowing with roses, perennials, bulbs and fruit
trees in an English garden with lattice
work
completing
the
look.
Mediterranean, succulent and native plant
gardens with a focus on color and winding
paths with spaces for relaxation and entertaining areas surround the front yard
swimming pool and a patio kitchen garden planted for summer entertaining near
a large fountain that plays host to tiny
hummingbirds, hawks, and falcons.
Proceeds from the map sales will go
toward providing scholarships for horticulture students. For more information
about the Open Gardens Tour call
Fullerton Beautiful spokeswoman Kay
Miller at (714) 394-5805, or visit
www.fullertonbeautiful.org.

ACROSS
1. Play by Euripides
6. Mata ___
10. Folk singer Guthrie
14. Sleep spoiler
15. Prayer’s end
16. Party invitation abbr., maybe
17. *Natalie Maines is one
19. Put on board, as cargo
20. Origami bird
21. Frankfurter
23. Record platform of honor?
26. Four-poster, e.g.
27. Highball cocktail, abbr.
28. Suffix with press or script
29. Spanish gentleman
33. Drink served with marshmallows
35. False god
36. Away from port
39. Birdlike

40. Chino prison, abbr.
41. “___ Marner”
42. Second-year HS student
43. Golfer’s college?
44. Interlocks
45. *Deep fried cornmeal ball
48. Never, in Nuremberg
49. Sony’s NYSE symbol
51. Old what’s-___-name
52. Arranges in a row
54. Globetrotter’s home
56. Jellied garnish
58. Singer Ono
59. Ending of each of the starred clues
64. Arab ruler
65. Bank claim
66. Slur over
67. ___ Aid (drugstore)
68. Basic util.
69. Church council

DOWN
1. “Spy vs. Spy” magazine
2. Actor Wallach
3. “Parenthood” actor Shepard
4. ___ Kane of “All My Children”
5. Fort Worth based ___ Airlines
6. Kenneth, James or Janice
7. French girlfriend
8. NBC’s “Parks & ___”
9. Quill need
10. ___-bodied
11. *”The Notebook” actor
12. Grayish-green color
13. Ode from Ernie?
18.___ Escobar (best Mexican
restaurant in Santa Monica)
22. Chemical suffix
23. “Boy Erased” actor Hedges
24. BYU city
25. *Secret code breaking gear
26. Detonate

30. Arm muscles
31. French farewell
32. Parade spoiler
34. Hawaiian island
37. Dine at home
38. Beasts of burden
41. Horizons
43. Finger protector, in sewing
46. “Thar ___ blows!”
47. Yentl’s “___ Can you Hear Me?”
49. More bashful
50. Supermodel Campbell
53. Acting coldly
55. Handed-down history
56. “She’s got ___ in her bonnet”
57. In ___ (harmonious)
60. Be sick
61. Time div.
62. “Much ___ About Nothing”
63. ___ Zeppelin

CAPRI SHOES
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STEM Teacher
on Special Assignment

Honors will be given at the Annual Charity Fashion Show to the graduating class including Lauren Hildebrand, Kate
Marshall, Kaitlyn Shimaoka, Emma Hoferer, Azucena Fierro-Gomez, Bailey Maus, Nikelle Walker, Sandra
O’Sullivan, Claire Minahan, Jacqueline Taylor, Emily Monson, Maren Summers, Sabrina Moreno, Aleeya Mitsch,
Karyna Rodriguez and Julia Nguyen(not pictured)

Assisteens Charity Fashion Show Honors the Graduating Class
by Tracey O’Sullivan
The Fullerton Assisteens, the junior branch of the Assistance League of Fullerton, will present its annual charity
fashion show on April 27 at the Embassy Suites in Brea. The theme this year is Starry Night. Sixteen local high
school seniors will be honored at this year’s show for their many years of service to our community.
The Assisteens group is made up of girls and boys from 7th through 12th grade. They are involved in a variety
of philanthropic events and services throughout the year including an annual holiday party for the Girls & Boys
Club of Fullerton; preparation of Thanksgiving baskets for Fullerton families; helping Pathways of Hope with distribution of food and gifts to the underprivileged at holiday time; decorating pumpkins, Valentine’s cookies and
making blankets for the TAPP program at La Sierra High School; working at the Bargain Box Thrift Store on
Amerige Ave; and assisting with the Assistance League’s annual “Day of Authors” and “Taste of the Town” events.
Students interested in becoming Assisteens can find information at www.assistanceleague.org/fullerton

HIGH SCHOOL BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
& Commentary by Vivien Moreno

The Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board
meets at 6pm on the 2nd & 4th Tuesdays each month
at district headquarters, 1051 W. Bastanchury Rd.
714-870-2800 • www.fjuhsd.net

April 2 Meeting
HONORING THREE HEROES
Three true heroes who worked together
to save Sunny Hills High School student
Rachel Green when she found herself in
trouble while swimming recently were
honored at the April 2 board meeting.
Head Coach Amanda Morris jumped in
fully clothed when she noticed that something was not right and Assistant Coach
Sergio Dorrego called 911 and helped pull
her out of the water. While Coach Morris
administered CPR, Rachel’s translator,
Kathy Phoenix worked alongside her
coaches to keep her stable until paramedics arrived. Rachel is well and her
family is grateful because of well-trained
staff and fast acting teachers and coaches.

FJUHSD Board Agenda
Trustees approved changes to meeting
protocol beginning April 16. Public comments will occur earlier in the meeting
and local stakeholder groups consisting of
the certificated and classified staff unions
and the Fullerton and La Habra PTA
councils representing district families will
have a place on the agenda to update the
trustees on recent events. Placing the
stakeholders on the agenda allows board-

(Next meeting 6pm April 16th)
members to interact with the unions and
the PTSA Councils. The Public
Comment section allows people to express
their positions, but the Brown Act does
not allow trustees to answer or interact
with people commenting on items not on
the agenda.

New Mathematics Curriculum
After 7 years and 3 staff attempts, an
updated Pre-algebra, Algebra I, Geometry,
and Algebra II mathematics textbook curriculum was submitted for a first reading.
Pearson’s Envision series will provide hard
copies and e-book versions along with
updates and supplements to accommodate special education that aligns with
common core standards. Pre-calculus, AP
Calculus and IB Mathematics fall under
different guidelines and are updated on a
different schedule. The board will approve
the texts at the next meeting.
If any parent wishes to view the new
mathematics textbooks or ask about
accommodations for special education,
call Assistant Superintendent of
Educational Services, Dr. Sylvia Kaufman
at (714)870-2840 for a code that will give
you access to the Pearson e-book publication.

Fullerton resident Melinda Steele has received the 2019
National Geographic/Lindblad Expeditions Grosvenor
Teacher Fellowship. She is one of only 45 teachers in the
US and Canada to receive the honor. She will be traveling to Svalbard, Norway in
June.
the
Next
“With
Generation
Science
Standards being fully
implemented in California,
I want my students to see
how humans are impacting
the earth even in the most
remote areas. By showing
them videos of the ice caps
melting and polar bears losing parts of their ecosystem, they will hopefully see
that some of the ways we
can help are right here in Orange County. I want to
empower my students to help be part of the solution to
the problems plaguing our world today. They are never
too young to start,” Steele said.
“As part of the program, I have the opportunity to collaborate with teachers all across North America. With
them, I am hoping to create 360 degree footage of the
Arctic to create a Virtual Reality experience for my students. I will be working alongside a Naturalist to see if we
can collect microplastics from the Arctic Ocean. This will
hopefully get students thinking about how these tiny
plastics ended up in an area of the ocean where not many
people reside. Of course, I want to see all the native plants
and animals that are up there: Polar Bear, Svalbard reindeer, Arctic fox, walrus, blue whales, and hopefully, but
unlikely: narhwals and beluga whales!”
“In collaboration with my colleagues, students will get
footage of other areas they will be traveling to: Galapagos,
Tahiti, Antarctica, Costa Rica, etc. This will give my students the ability to “visit” these ecosystems from the comfort of their classroom.”
View some of the Lindblad/National Geographic
exploration videos from around the world at www.expeditions.com/video-library/

New General Bond Feasibility Study
The last 25 minutes of the board meet- issues, Dr. Scambray quickly backtracked
ing was an item tucked into the consent and indicated that no, the new bond
calendar allocating $60,000 to Oakland- would be generic since facilities and conbased political strategy firm, Clifford struction now has identified $500 million
Moss LLC to perform a new general facil- in additional needed upgrades throughout
ities bond measure feasibility study.
the district.
Trustee Buchi indicated her displeasure
The factual project information backing
with the way the administration surprised up this number has not been presented in
the board with this expense by placing it any public presentation. Dr. Scambray
on the consent calendar.
warned the board that the longer they
President Fawley seemed to
wait, the more expensive
be the only boardmember
it will become.
Trustee Buchi
not thrown by the idea of a
Trustee Buchi’s cauquestioned the
new additional facilities
tion convinced a majorilack of discussion
bond, and she and Dr.
ty of the board to pull
Scambray said that this is
this item off the consent
or even a
how to initiate a new general
calendar
and hear a prespresentation
facilities bond process.
entation
from the politito identify the
Trustee Buchi shared her
cal strategy company at
$500 million in
prior experience with two
the April 16 meeting.
additional
upgrades
bond processes, which always
President Fawley statthat would justify a ed that she felt the comstarted
with
the
Superintendent introducing
munity would probably
$60,000 study.
the idea of a bond measure to
back another bond since
the board with a facilities
they are so happy with
study and a presentation before having the the outcomes of Bond I.
board allocate significant funds to move
If you would like to skip the $60,000
forward.
feasibility study and let board members
Recent facilities update reports present- know how you feel about a hike to your
ed by Director of Facilities and property taxes in order to give the
Construction Todd Butcher have provid- FJUHSD millions more dollars to spend
ed the accomplished jobs and projects in on currently unnamed projects, email the
progress, but no official new project needs trustees or call (714)870-2801 to leave
have been listed with any authentic cost them a message.
projections.
Boardmember email addresses:
The Plummer Theater issues have not
President Fawley.....jfawley@fjuhsd.org
been solved and the Fullerton
Marilyn Buchi........mbuchi@fjuhsd.org
Gymnasium has been condemned, but
Lauren Klatzker.....lklatzker@fjuhsd.org
when asked by Mrs. Buchi if this new proChester Jeng..........cjeng@fjuhsd.org
posed bond would be specifically for those
Andy Montoya....amontoya@fjushd.org
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WHAT’S TRENDING?

by Francine V

STEM for Girls

well-being
of the Earth
is vital for
everyone’s
health, life,
and future.

I remember being introduced to
STEM (science, technology, engineering & math) in my third grade
class and have since been fascinated
with it, especially in the field of technology.
I attended after-school classes in
robotics and in middle school I took
coding for my elective and digital arts
for my middle-college program.
These courses are definitely not easy
but once you learn the program, you
will end up having fun.
With about six weeks left in 7th
grade - and 8th grade being the year
spent preparing for high school and
even college - I reviewed the pathways
offered by the different high schools
and found that I am inclined to take
the technology pathway.
But, it's quite a lonely road to take
because there are not a lot of girls
who share this interest. I tried inviting some friends to take coding with
me but they have already chosen culinary arts, theatre, and choir.
Last week, I attended the STEM
Science Festival hosted by the
Columbia Memorial Space Center.
Besides spotting a familiar figure
delivering the keynote address, who
turned out to be the famous science
educator, Bill Nye, The Science Guy,
I got to actually hold a 12-pound
fragment of a large meteorite that
impacted the Earth 5,800 years ago.
It is made of iron and was found in

Campo Del Cielo, Argentina. I also
got to examine up close the mouth of
a shark complete with teeth and realized how I can easily be eaten up by
this massive killer fish.
Exploring STEM may sound
intimidating but once you've taken
the first step to explore this field, you
may find, as I did, that you just want
to keep taking more steps ahead.
I discovered several STEM programs dedicated to encouraging girls
to develop an interest in STEM.
Some of these are:
1)
Girls in STEM Club is
Columbia Memorial Space Center's
science club for girls 8-18 years old.
Meets every 2nd and 4th Saturday of
the month. Free to join. For more
information call (562)231-1200
columbiaspacescience.org/girlsinstem
2) GEARup4Youth offers FREE
robotics classes, EXPOs, family
events, field trips and presentations to
expose and educate girls about computing, programming and technology. GEARup4Youth.org
3) Femineer Day Camp for middle
school and high school girls at
CalPoly Pomona College of
Engineering; June 24-28 and July 1519. Registration until May 31. Cost is
$600 with lunch. http://bit.ly/femineercamp19

JOKE TIME

by Irene

CELEBRATING EARTH DAY ON APRIL 22
The

Among the discoveries made at the STEM Science Festival
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Each year, on April 22, around 193 countries celebrate Earth Day to
bring awareness to protecting our planet. A significant trend that is helping to make this happen is the decline in the use of plastic mainly due to
the legislation that was passed. People voted to ban stores from using single-use plastic bags and required people to pay 10 cents for recycled paper
bags and reusable plastic bags. The use of anything plastic especially
straws has also seen a decline because people have become more aware of
all the plastic waste ending up in the ocean.
Earth Day is an opportunity to help save the environment, but it has
also become a time to engage with family members and enjoy the outdoors. Families go hiking, participate in local Earth-Day events, spend a
day on the beach or just spend the day enjoying the beauty of nature.
The well-being of the Earth is vital for everyone’s health, life, and future,
so what better way is there than celebrating this time of the year with family, friends, and community to really make the world a better place?

FEATURED PET FOR
ADOPTION by Katherine

Top 5 Songs
of the Week
by Alexandria

Meet Carson!
This dashing gentleman goes by the name
Carson! He’s a 10-year-old neutered Cocker
Spaniel who loves going on walks. Because of his
age, he needs a responsible owner to care for
him. Want a dog with endless love to give?
For more information
call
(714)935-6848 or
see online info at
http://www.ocpetinfo.com You can
also visit OC
Animal Care at
1630 Victory Rd.,
in Tustin, CA
92486.

SPORTS ROUND UP

The top 5 songs this week are:
1) “7 Rings” by Ariana Grande
2) “Wow” by Post Malone
3) “Sunflower” by Post Malone
& Swae Lee
4) “Without Me” by Halsey
5) “Please Me” by Cardi B
& Bruno Mars
"7 Rings" was based on events that
really happened. In a twitter post,
Ariana Grande describes having a
rough day and that six friends took her
out on a shopping spree and insisted
that their day “gotta be a song.”
www.songmeaningsandfacts.com

by Leah

Springtime Sports
Spring time signals more sunshine in the coming days and great weather means more time
to spend outdoors. The Parks & Recreation Department of our city has ten Fullerton youth
league partners that promote physical activities and fitness through its sports programs.
Registration is now open to boys and girls for the spring and summer season: East Fullerton
Little League Baseball; Fullerton Bears Football; Fullerton Hills Softball; Fullerton Pop
Warner Football; Fullerton Rangers Youth Soccer Club; Fullerton Rugby; Golden Hill Little
League Baseball; West Fullerton Little League Baseball and more.

Compiled by Joy

Q: How do trees get on the internet? A: They log in.
Q: What happened to the Easter Bunny when he misbehaved at school?
A: He was eggspelled!
Q: How do bunnies stay healthy? A: Eggercise!
Q: Where does the Easter bunny leave most of the eggs? A: iHop!
source: http://ww.jokes4us.com/holidayjokes/easterjokes/easteronelinersjokes.html
source: http://www.jokes4us.com/holidayjokes/earthdayjokes.html

Did You Know?

by Genevieve

Earth Day & Easter Fun Facts
1. The first Earth Day in the US was celebrated in 1970.
2. Easter is the second biggest candy holiday. Halloween is first place.
3. The world's largest chocolate Easter egg is more than 30 feet tall!
4. Americans eat enough jelly beans to circle the world three times!
5. The idea of the Easter Bunny giving out candy originated in Germany.
Sources:
https://www.dosomething.org/us/facts/11-facts-about-earth-day
https://www.dosomething.org/us/facts/11-facts-about-easter
http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/largest-chocolate-easter-egg

Parks Sweeps the FSD 2019 Softball Season
Fullerton School District’s middle schools competed in the 2019 Softball Tournament on
April 3 and 10. Beechwood, Ladera Vista and Nicolas Junior High came to Parks Jr high in
a bid to earn this year’s softball trophy. With only twenty-five minutes to square off with
another school, each team consisting of 12 to 14 players had to send 10 players at a time to
defend the field. Parks won all three games in the prelim, showing impressive teamwork and
quick thinking skills. Beechwood came in second and faced off with Parks in the finals. It
was a close game but Parks showed really nice hits and defense, and capped the season 2-1.
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FULLERTON, RAIL TOWN
Part 1: The Southern Pacific
by Brian Yannity
This is the first article in a series about
the past, present and future of railroads
in Fullerton and Orange County.
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Map from:
Rails Through the Orange Groves: A Centennial
Look at the Railroads of Orange County,
California, Volume I
by Stephen E. Donaldson and William A. Myers
Trans-Anglo Books, Glendale, 1989

This May will celebrate the 150th anniversary of the Golden Spike at
Promontory, Utah, which completed the transcontinental railroad
and linked California to the rest of the nation.
For the past century and a half, railroads have a played a vital role
in the Golden State. Similarly, the city of Fullerton was founded
by a railroad, and today boasts the busiest train station in Orange
County.
Rail transportation continues to be vitally important for Fullerton
in the 21st century, as the city is located at a very strategic location
along major rail lines. These railroad corridors were laid down
between the 1870s and the early 1920s, yet continue to shape the
region’s economy and daily life, as well as Orange County’s future.

Southern Pacific Railroad
The first railroad to arrive in what is now Orange
County was the Southern Pacific, which began
serving Los Angeles in 1874, and completed a
branch line to Anaheim in 1875. Passing just
south of what would later become the city of
Fullerton, the line was extended to Santa Ana
two years later.
The Southern Pacific (SP) Railroad planned to
build this line southwards along the coast to San
Diego. However, track construction south of Santa Ana
was halted due to a longstanding personal feud between SP owner
Collis Huntington and major landowner James Irvine. Huntington was one
of the “Big Four” railroad barons behind the Central Pacific Railroad, which
completed the first trans-continental line to California in 1869. He was also the
uncle of Henry Huntington, who later would build the Pacific Electric Railway
network across Southern California.
Legend has it that Irvine’s dislike of Huntington dated back to 1849, when as
young men on the same ship to California, Irvine accused Huntington of cheating
him out of money in a poker game they were playing. Later, despite Huntington’s
considerable political influence, illegal track-laying, and efforts to sue Irvine and
take his land for a railroad right-of-way, the courts ruled in favor of the Irvine
family to keep the SP off of their land.
The corridor along SP’s Santa Ana Branch between Norwalk and Santa Ana
was used in the 1950s to build the Santa Ana Freeway (Interstate 5). Union
Pacific Railroad, which merged with the Southern Pacific in 1996 and became
its successor, continues to run freight trains to Anaheim on the remaining track
alongside the freeway.

In an upcoming issue of the Fullerton Observer, Part 2 of this series will explore the
history of the Santa Fe Railway in Orange County, and its role in the founding of
Fullerton. Future articles in this series will discuss the local history of the Pacific
Electric Railway and Union Pacific Railroad.
The author would like to thank Harold Benash, President of the Southern California Rail
Plaza Association/Fullerton Train Museum (www.fullertontrainmuseum.org), and
Elrond Lawrence - Executive Director of the Los Angeles Railroad Heritage Foundation

BALANCE & CHANGE
Being Responsive vs. Reactive
Reactive means that I am not thinking. I am making a knee-jerk reaction, usually a very emotional one. This kind of response is healthy and may be life-saving in the case of an emergency where you need to act quickly. But, often very
emotional reactions are based on factors that may not have anything to do with
the person or situation in front of you. For example, if your boss has similar
mannerisms as your abusive father you may get very angry, snap at him or be
scared of him, which can be very confusing for both of you. Take the time to stop
and ask yourself why you are reacting the way you are. Does it even make sense?
People who are being responsive are much more thoughtful in their replies.
They are not lashing out. They take their time to tune into their own reactions
and see what they need. They also take the time to ponder why the person that
they are talking with may be having such a strong reaction, especially if it does
not make sense in the context of the discussion. By giving yourself the time and
space to be responsive, rather than reactive, you will cause less damage to yourself and others. In fact, you may find that you are able to forge healthier relationships with closer connections.

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE & FAMILY THERAPY
MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202,
Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5 www.michellegottlieb.com
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At Right:
Fullerton College
professor (and
CSUF alum)
Jodi Balma
encourages
CSUF to
“Think bigger,”
as CSUF
Director of
Planning Emil
Zordilla and
Flad Architect
Brad Leathley
look on.

Construction in All CSUF Options
for Future of Arboretum Continued from frontpage
“Alright, I think that’s fine,” Leathley
Vice President Kim did not directly
answer that question, though it was hard said. “I don’t think we should hold everyto hear him over the applause. He simply body up.”
Jodi Balma, a CSUF alumna and cursaid that the Arboretum is world class,
and that the university wouldn’t do any- rent political science professor at
thing to jeopardize its level IV accredita- Fullerton College stepped up, grabbed a
microphone, and said, “Here’s the probtion.
Later during the open house, I asked lem with all these wonderful, beautiful,
the same question of Brad Leathley from very expensive layouts. It’s a false premise.
Flad Architects, “Why wasn’t there an You’re not thinking outside the box. What
about dorms at University Village? What
option that included no buildings?”
His ultimate response was that that idea about taking over Nutwood? What about
the Brea Mall, which is losing Sears and
“didn’t work out.”
Presumably, the purpose of the forum Macy’s with a direct bus line to Cal State
was to allow the public the opportunity to Fullerton? Why not have dorms there?
provide input on a range of options for Let’s think bigger.”
Balma encouraged attendees to visit the
the future of the Arboretum, as the city’s
agreement with the University runs out in Facebook page of Arboretum Advocates.
Emil Zordilla, CSUF Director of
2020, and the control of the land will
Planning and Design, said, “Thank you
revert to CSUF.
As Leathley began his initial presenta- very much for that input. We’re going to
take a break now to bring
tion, an elderly woman in the
in some chairs so more
audience asked why there was
people can sit down.”
no seating, especially since the
A man in the
After some folding
hundreds of attendees were
audience asked
chairs were brought in,
standing in the lobby of a large
the crowd,
Danny Kim arrived for the
theater.
“We’re not sitting in the the- “Is there anybody Question and Answer session.
ater because the campus felt
here who
“I do apologize that
this was the right place to do
supports the idea there’s still a lot of, I guess,
this,” Leathley said.
of a Conference questions that you weren’t
Some attendees, such as
able to get answers to,”
Molly McClanahan (former
Center on the
Kim said. “We did work
mayor of Fullerton) sat on the
Arboretum?”
pretty heavily for the last 2
floor because there was very
There was
to 3 months trying to get
little seating.
a resounding
the information out into
Eventually, CSUF employthe community.”
ees began bringing in folding
“No!”
He mentioned a recent
chairs.
from the
article in the Orange
Leathley gave an overview of
attendees.
County Register that he
the University’s Master Plan
thought would have clariprocess, which includes a
fied peoples’ questions.
vision for not just the
That article, if you can
Arboretum, but the whole
campus. Part of the impetus for building access it behind the Register’s paywall, had
in the Arboretum [and elsewhere] is a the misleading title “Cal State Fullerton
desire to transform CSUF from a com- officials say Arboretum will not be demolmuter campus to one where there is more ished to make room for dorms, but proon-campus housing and other student fessors, students are concerned.”
Kim mentioned that the Arboretum’s
amenities.
After Leathley’s brief presentation, own “strategic plan” called for more buildwhich didn’t include much discussion of ings in the Arboretum, “For example, the
the Arboretum, a member of the audience greenhouse. There’s no greenhouse in the
said, “I believe that the large majority of Arboretum,” he said.
To which a groundskeeper of the
the people here today are from the community, and I think one of their main Arboretum replied, “Yes, there is.”
“Well, okay there is one, but we also
concerns is the Arboretum. It would be
really useful to have 10, 15, 20, 30 min- have a greenhouse on the other part of the
utes of question and answers about the campus. So there’s a desire to expand
Arboretum itself, not just one slide, so that,” Kim said.
When asked about housing, Kim said,
that people can have proper input right
“I can’t say that’s completely off the table,”
now, not just on the boards.”
though he pointed out several times that
Again, thunderous applause.

At Left:
There were no
options presented
that did not
include
construction
on the
Fullerton
Arboretum
grounds.

Some attendees, such as Molly McClanahan, sat on the floor in the morning session
due to lack of seating at the presentation. PHOTOS JESSE LA TOUR
anything presented today was just an idea.
“Just because we put a Conference
Center on the master plan, there’s no
guarantee it will ever be realized, but we
have to do that because we have to set this
campus up for the future,” Kim said.
A member of the Friends of the
Arboretum said, “You keep mentioning
that our strategic plan for the Arboretum
is requesting a Conference Center. It is
not.”
“The conference center idea came about
during the conversations with various
folks in the Arboretum,” Kim said.
A man in the audience asked the crowd
of hundreds, “Is there anybody here who
supports the idea of a Conference Center
on the Arboretum?
There was a resounding “No!” from the
attendees.
“I understand what you’re saying, but
we’re putting it as a placeholder,” Kim
said.
Later, I asked Leathley who he’d spoken
with at the Arboretum who had expressed
support for the Conference Center/housing, and he could not give me that information.
A representative from the Fullerton
Garden Club, which has been at the
Arboretum for many years, asked whether
building in the Arboretum would impact
the Level IV Accreditation.
“Anything we do will be done in a
thoughtful way involving all the stakeholders,” Kim said. “The last thing we

want to do is impact our accreditation.”
A graduate art student said, “I know a
lot of undergrad and grad students use the
Arboretum for studying, for drawing
specimens.” She suggested that, instead of
building new buildings, the university use
the existing green space for wellness programs.
According to Leathley, the final draft of
the CSUF Master Plan, incorporating the
public feedback, is scheduled to be completed by the end of the year.
After the presentations, I spoke with
CSUF student Sarah Rubalcava, who
started one of the petitions on Change.org
to protect the Arboretum, which now has
over 17,000 signatures. I asked her why
she decided to create the petition.
“For me, it was important because ever
since I was little, my mom would take me
to the Arboretum. I have a lot of memories of her there and she passed away in
2012 from cancer. So for me that’s a place
where I go to connect with her. Having it
remain the same and still intact and protected is very important to me, as well as
for many people who have had loved ones
pass and have benches there for them, or
spread their ashes there,” Rubalcava said.
“And also just the educational purposes of
it—all the third graders who go there to
study. It’s just a vital, important part of
the community.”
If you missed this meeting you can
make a comment on the Master Plan website at https://masterplan.fullerton.edu/
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PACIFIC SYMPHONY ’S
SUMMER ARTS
IMMERSION PROGRAM
by Tammy Peng
Pacific Symphony’s arts-X-press program
gears up for its 19th exciting summer, providing
150 middle-school students with a safe and
encouraging environment for exploring their
love of the arts. Each year, Orange County students entering 7th and 8th grade are nominated
by their teachers and apply for this once-in-alifetime opportunity. 50 students participate in
each session by diving into the arts to explore
dance, theater, visual art, vocal and instrumental music during a five-day stay in the dorms at
Concordia University Irvine. This summer’s session dates are July 6 – 10 (session one), and continuing July 13 – 17 (session two) and July 20 –
24 (session three).
Filled with workshops led by arts educators
that foster artistic discovery and creative expression, the program also treats arts-X-press students to experiences many have never had
before—including excursions to live performances and opportunities to meet artists behind
the scenes. Applications from current 6th and
7th grade students who have an interest in
exploring the arts are being accepted.
Visit www.PacificSymphony.org/arts-X-press for
information on the program and how to apply .
Founded by Music Director Carl St.Clair in

Pacific Symphony’s arts-X-press program provides 150 middle-school students with a safe
and encouraging environment for exploring their love of the arts.
remembrance of his and wife Susan’s son, Cole Carsan
St.Clair, the innovative and multidisciplinary arts-X-press
program allows students to test the boundaries of their creativity in an overnight summer camp, where no artistic risk is
too intimidating to explore. Reflective of how many artistic
disciplines influenced his own creative development (not just
music), Maestro St.Clair’s philosophy is the driving force
behind the program. Aligned with his vision for encouraging

love of the arts, arts-X-press is designed for students to gain a
lifelong connection to the arts and to foster respect for each
student’s individuality, interests and diverse heritage.
More than 2,000 alumni have graduated from arts-X-press
since its inception in 2001, and while each student may participate in the program only once—a truly once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity—many return as program counselors and volunteers for other Pacific Symphony programs.

NAMM Music Award to Parks Jr. High
Parks Jr. High School has been honored
for the fourth consecutive year with the
SupportMusic Merit Award from The
NAMM Foundation for its outstanding
commitment to music education.
The SupportMusic Merit Award recognizes individual schools that demonstrate
outstanding achievement in efforts to provide music access and education to all students.
To qualify for the award, Parks Jr. High
School answered detailed questions about
funding, graduation requirements, music
class participation, instruction time, facilities, support for the music-making programs. Responses were verified with
school officials and reviewed by The
Music Research Institute at the University
of Kansas.
This award recognizes that Parks Jr.
High School is leading the way with
learning opportunities as outlined in the
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) which
recommends music and the arts as important elements of a well-rounded education
for all children.

“We are honored to receive this national designation and the SupportMusic
Merit Award from The NAMM
Foundation,” stated Doug Boughter,
Bands and Orchestra Director. “We are
very proud of our instrumental and vocal
music programs at our school.” Parks has
established a notable reputation throughout the State. Last year the Parks orchestra
was selected to perform at the state capitol
as one of only two junior high schools in
the state to represent California in the
National Day Of Music Advocacy.
Research into music education continues to demonstrate educational/cognitive
and social skill benefits for children who
make music. After two years of music
education, participants showed more substantial improvements in how the brain
processes speech and reading scores than
their less-involved peers. The research also
showed that students who are involved in
music are not only more likely to graduate
high school, but to attend college, as well.
Everyday listening skills are stronger in
musically-trained children than in those

The
award
winning
Parks Jr. High
Band
directed
by music
teacher
Doug Boughter
were invited
to play at
Disneyland
and perform
at the
state
capitol.

without music training. Significantly, listening skills are closely tied to the ability
to perceive speech in a noisy background,
pay attention, and keep sounds in memory.
Later in life, individuals who took
music lessons as children show stronger
neural processing of sound; young adults

and even older adults who have not played
an instrument for up to 50 years show
enhanced neural processing compared to
their peers. Not to mention, social benefits include better conflict resolution,
teamwork skills, and how to give and
receive constructive criticism.
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HITS &
MISSES

by Joyce Mason © 2019

HIGHWAYMEN: A Hit & a Miss
It’s 52 years since Arthur Penn’s iconic film
“Bonnie and Clyde” caught the attention of filmgoing audiences by glamorizing the criminal activities of these two Depression-era outlaws and burnishing the careers of actors Warren Beatty and
Faye Dunaway. “The Highwaymen” cannot in any
way match the excitement and glamour generated
by 1967’s “Bonnie and Clyde,” but it does provide
insight into the law-enforcement strategies leading
to their bullet-filled demise.
The Depression is clearly evident in scenes of
farm houses for sale with “bank-owned” on their
signs. Displaced people live in cars, vacant lots, and
tent cities. It’s 1934 and Clyde Barrow and Bonnie
Parker have been on the lam for 2 ½ years. Starting
out as petty thieves in small stores and rural gas stations, they are now robbing banks—institutions
reviled by thousands of people, who see the pair as
modern-day Robin Hoods. Women even dress like
the petite Bonnie and wear her signature beret hats.
But the adulation that surrounds these two robbers belies the fact that Bonnie and Clyde have shot
and killed nearly a dozen policemen and civilians.
Texas Governor “Ma” Ferguson (Kathy Bates), who
has once phased out the Texas Rangers, now reluctantly agrees to hire two retired Rangers to find the
outlaws and “shoot to kill.” In prior encounters
with police Bonnie and Clyde have been shot at
but have escaped, sometimes wounded.
Former Ranger Frank Hamer (Kevin Costner)
responds to the Governor’s call, believing that
“good old-fashioned horse sense” will help him
locate the fugitives, who have eluded the police.
Practicing to sharpen his now-rusty shooting skills,
Frank also enlists another ex-Ranger, Maney Gault
(Woody Harrelson), even more out-of-shape than
he is, but a man with good instincts and a friendlier manner with strangers than Frank.
Bonnie and Clyde’s activity is mostly in Texas,
the Oklahoma Panhandle, Arkansas, and
Louisiana, Clyde changing his license plates as the
pair moves from state to state. But Frank wryly
comments that “outlaws and mustangs always
come home,” a hunch that proves correct as he and
Maney locate the pair near Bonnie’s home in
Dallas. Even though the Rangers spot them outside
her home, they cannot catch them because the car
is immediately surrounded by dozens of well-wishing family and friends.
One of the reasons that Bonnie and Clyde have
been able to elude the police is that law enforcement officers begin their chase in one state but lose
their authority when they cross state lines. Frank
and Maney tend to overlook that restriction when
they zigzag their chase from state to state, but eventually they have to enlist the help of four additional officers before their take-no-prisoners mission is
over.
“The Highwaymen” is probably a bit longer than
it needs to be but director John Lee Hancock fills
the extended pursuit hours with the camaraderie
between two aging ex-Rangers, who have a rough
edge to their banter and their friendship. Frank has
come out of a comfortable retirement, but Maney
has an alcohol problem and struggles to make ends
meet. Costner and Harrelson are perfect portraying
these two crusty old guys.
Knowing that many in his viewing audiences
would recall the glamour surrounding Bonnie and
Clyde in the Arthur Penn movie, Hancock, with
help from screenwriter John Fusco, makes an overt
effort to obscure the two fugitives as much as possible. We see Bonnie’s skirt and high-heeled shoes
as she gets out of the car and we see the back of
Clyde’s head as he drives. But we do not hear them
speak or get to know them. They remain shadowy
figures to the end.
“The Highwaymen” appears in some theaters
and can now be seen on Netflix.

A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!

EVENTS CALENDAR
TUES, APRIL 16
•6:30pm: Fullerton City Council
Meeting at City Hall, 303 W.
Commonwealth. Agenda online the
Friday before the council meeting at
www.cityoffullerton.com
WED, APRIL 17
•8am-1pm: Rain or Shine Every
Wednesday Farmers Market at
Independence Park next to the DMV
on Valencia between Euclid and
Highland in Fullerton. Fresh produce
including fruit, vegetables, plants,
eggs, flowers, baked goods, tamales,
empenadas, kettle korn, nuts, and
more.
•6pm-7pm: Fullerton Library
Writers Guild at Fullerton Public
Library Board Room, 353 W.
Commonwealth is for adult writers
and aspiring authors. Walk-ins welcome. Free.
THURS, APRIL 18
•4pm-8:30pm:
Downtown
Fullerton Outdoor Market with live
music by The Belairs beginning at
6:30pm, Beer & Wine Garden, craft
and hot food vendors, fresh produce,
flowers, kids activities. Downtown
Fullerton Plaza and along E. Wilshire
between Harbor and Pomona. The
market repeats every Thursday
through October. Call the Fullerton
Museum Center at (714) 738-6545
for more information.
•6pm-8:45pm:
SCORE
Workshop: Measuring your Website
Success with Google Analytics a free
business workshop where you will
learn how to grow traffic and utilize
information that many business owners fail to take advantage of. The session is led by Steve Pitchford an
account manager at the SEO agency
Search Optimizers for over two years.
at the Fullerton Public Library
Conference
Center,
353
W.
Commonwealth. Registration check
in is 5:30pm to 6pm. Register online
at www.score114.org or call (714)
550-7369
•7:30pm-9:30pm:
Native
American History & Storytelling at
the Muckenthaler Cultural Center,
1201 W. Malvern is an evening of performing arts by Journeys to the Past.
Guests will go on a journey into the
lifestyle of the California Indian, in
particular the Acjachemen Nation,
which flourished in Southern
California hundreds of years before
the Spanish influx. The event features
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THURS, APRIL 18 continued
award-winning storyteller Jacque
Tahuka Nunez. Also enjoy the gallery
exhibit “Protecting Mother Earth,”
featuring Native American artists.
$20/non-members; $20/students &
seniors; $15/members. Kids are free
when accompanied by an adult. Buy
tickets online at www.themuck.org
MON, APRIL 22
•10am & 11am: Toddler
Storytime at Fullerton Public Library
Osborne Auditorium, 353 W.
Commonwealth is for preschool kids 3
and under accompanied by an adult.
Features stories, songs, and puppets.
Free but registration required.
Complete online or at the library.
TUES, APRIL 23
•4pm: After School Club Reuse &
Recycle at Fullerton Public Library
Osborne Auditorium, 353 W.
Commonwealth is for school age kids
kindergarten through 6th grade.
Create something new using items
usually thrown away. Make recycled
cork boats and cereal box puzzles, create a junk creature. Free
•6:30pm-8:30pm: Neighborhood
Watch meeting for all Fullerton residents concerned about safety of their
neighborhoods. Fullerton Police Dept.
Community Services and an officer
will be present to answer any questions
about recent car and home break-ins.
Rolling Hills Multi-purpose room,
1460 Rolling Hills Drive, Fullerton
(between State College and Brea Blvd)
WED, APRIL 24
•8am-1pm: Rain or Shine Every
Wednesday Farmers Market at
Independence Park next to the DMV
on Valencia. See April 17 posting.
THURS, APRIL 25
•4pm-8:30pm:
Downtown
Fullerton Outdoor Market with live
music by The Actors beginning at
6:30pm, E. Wilshire between Harbor
and Pomona. See April 18 posting.
•7pm-8:30pm: Crusaders &
Refugees in the Medieval Near East
a Town and Gown lecture by Dr.
Jochen Burgtorf of CSUF will shed
some light on life in and around the
kingdom of Jerusalem during the second half of the twelfth century based
on accounts handed down by period
chroniclers and archaeological evidence. Fullerton Public Library
Conference
Center,
353
W.
Commonwealth. Free

SUN, APRIL 28
•10:30am: Congressional & State
Redistricting presented by the nonpartisan CA Citizens Redistricting
Commission current chair Jodie
Filkins-Webber and commissioners
Jeanne Raya, Peter Yao, and Andre
Parvenu at the Fullerton Police Dept.
Mural Room, 237 W. Commonwealth
(at Highland). Free. Co-sponsored by
the League of Women Voters which
believes that voters should select their
elected officials – not the other way
around. A state redistricting process
with standards that promote fair and
effective representation in the state
legislature and in congress should
maximize opportunity for public
scrutiny.
WED, MAY 1
•6pm: ArtHouse Film Series “A
Star is Born” starring four-time Oscar
nominee Bradley Cooper and multiple
award-winning
Oscar-nominated
music superstar Lady Gaga, in her first
leading role in a major motion picture.
In this new take on the tragic love
story, Cooper plays seasoned musician
Jackson Maine, who discovers and falls
in love with struggling artist who has
just about given up on her dream to
make it big as a singer until Jack coaxes her into the spotlight. But as Ally’s
career takes off, the personal side of
their relationship is breaking down as
Jack fights an ongoing battle with his
own internal demons. Fullerton Public
Library Osborne Auditorium. Free
FRI, MAY 3
•6pm-8:30pm:
First
Friday
Downtown ArtWalk features numerous venues in downtown Fullerton all
within easy walking distance of each
other. Check out the All the Arts
Block Party at FLDwork on Wilshire
and other shops showing local artists.
•6pm: Local Author Dan Joyce
Book Signing at Half Off Books on
W. Wilshire in Downtown Fullerton.
Find Joyce’s book “Bus Stop Talk,” a
tour through a modern American city
which the author also illustrated, for
sale on Lulu.com, Amazon.com, and
Barnesandnoble.com
•6:30pm: Annual City Chess
Championship Tournament The
Fullerton Host Lions K-12 Fullerton
City Chess Championship will be held
at the Ladera Vista Jr. High
Multipurpose, 1700 E. Wilshire.
Winners of each of the grade level
tournaments get trophies. Sign in by
6:15! To register or for questions
email
Pete
Baron
at
pbaron@ix.netcom.com
by
deadline May 1. Participation
limited to students who are
Fullerton residents or attend city
schools.
SUN, MAY 5
•1pm-4pm: Royal Ascot Tea
at the Fullerton Arboretum
1900 Associated Road (at the
edge of the CSUF campus) is
sponsored by the Victorian
Society with proceeds going to
the care and maintenance of the
Heritage House. Black & white
attire and hats admired, but not
required. Cheer on your favorite
thoroughbred while enjoing an
elegant tea. $50 tickets call (657278-4010 online at www.fullertonarboretum.org (no tickets
sold at door)
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THEATER

REVIEWED by Angela Hatcher
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“One Slight Hitch”
@ STAGES THEATER

PHOTO BY

AMY LAUREN GETTYS

400 E Commonwealth Ave,
Tickets: (714) 525-4484
www.stagesoc.org

Erica Marie, Justin Budds, and Jason Cook in The 39 Steps

“The 39 Steps”

@ STAGE DOOR REPERTORY THEATRE

1045 N Armando St, Anaheim, CA 92806
Tickets: (714) 630-7378

The 39 Steps, best known as Hitchcock’s
1935 suspense thriller, began as John
Buchan’s melodramatic novel (first published in 1915) that was adapted and reinvented by Patrick Barlow from Simon
Corble and Nobby Dimon’s original concept. And, while the “espionage page-turner” is still intact (word for word), The 39
Steps has morphed into a whole new genre, a
killer comedy that has got to be one of the
funniest shows on the stage.
Take four actors, give them a wordy script
and over 150 parts to play, make physical
comedy a big part of the show, throw in an
homage to Hitchcock’s most memorable
films, add gunshots, strobe lights, and fog,
and Voila! – Stage Door Repertory Theatre’s
current production of the tongue in cheek
The 39 Steps is ready for action!
Director Nick Charles showcases the
breathless energy of these four actors: Cook
as Hannay, Erica Marie as Annabella,
Pamela, and Margaret, Justin Budds as
Clown 1 and David Michael Sakach as
Clown 2 with an eruption of action and a
crisp and aphoristic witty pace.
Scene changes are a frenetic part of the
show as the actors hustle to move furnishings on and off the stage. Nearly every scene
includes some kind of witty banter, physical
action, quick change or hilarious pun that is
so obvious and silly that belly laughter from
the audience is inevitable. If any ridiculously funny moment is lost, it doesn’t matter
because the fast pace of the pratfalls keeps
the storyline swiftly moving along.
As lead actor Jason Cook (Richard
Hannay) tells me, “It’s a workout!” As
Hannay, Jason Cook is as suave and
debonair as any blonde wavy-haired English
gentleman should be – (a new fair-haired

James Bond, perhaps?), and whether he is
slithering out from underneath a dead girl
on a leather chair, or falling off a bridge, he
remains the cool, slightly vain British hero
without a doubt.
Justin Budds and David Michael Sakach
portray characters of all ages and genders,
and the two of them frolic through their
roles with Monty Pythonish dedication.
The drop-dead gorgeousness (pun possibly intended) of Erica Marie does not override her ability to vamp it up as the mysterious femme fatale with the horrible accent,
the sassiness of the Hitchcock blonde bombshell, nor the poor mistreated innocence of
the pigtailed farmer’s wife. She is everything
to every role, and her transformations are on
point.
The story itself is almost incidental to the
amusement of watching the action on stage;
however, it does take Hannay on a journey
with international spies, cops, several other
interesting characters, moments of sexual
tension, and a chase that takes the rather
bored Englishman on the romp of a lifetime.
The physical escapades and slapstick
shenanigans are worth the price of admission and one of my favorite scenes is seeing
the actors all crawl out of a frame that is supposed to represent a window.
The incidental music is the perfect mood
setter which adds a delicious flavor to the
melodrama The 39 Steps once was.
Director/Lighting and Sound Design:
Nick Charles; Sound Design: John
McQuay; Costumes: Julie Charles, The
Theatre Company, the Cast.
Stage Door Repertory Theatre 1045
Armando St, Ste A Anaheim, CA 92806.
For Tickets (714) 630.7378 or online at
www.stagedoorrep.org. Runs thru April 27.

It is Courtney’s wedding day, and
her mom, Delia is making sure that
everything is perfect. The groom is
perfect, the dress is perfect, and the
decorations (assuming they arrive) will
be perfect. Then, like in any good farce
the doorbell rings. And all hell breaks
loose. So much for perfect. April 19–
May 19.

“Skylight”
@ CHANCE THEATER
Bette Aitken
Theater Arts Center,
5522 E La Palma Ave,
Anaheim,
Tickets: (888) 455-4212
On a bitterly cold London evening,
schoolteacher Kyra Hollis receives an
unexpected visit from her former lover,
Tom Sergeant, a successful and charismatic restaurateur whose wife has
recently died. As the evening progresses, the two attempt to rekindle their
once passionate relationship only to
find themselves locked in a dangerous
battle of opposing ideologies and
mutual desires. Can they find their
way back to each other, or has the time
for their tumultuous romance reached
its end? Recommendation: Ages 13
and up. Contains adult language. By
David Hare. Directed by Oanh
Nguyen. April 19— May 19.

“Macbeth”
@ FULLERTON COLLEGE
BRONWYN DODSON THEATER
321 E. Chapman Ave. Fullerton
Tickets: 714-992-7035
“Macbeth” is one of Shakespeare’s
most familiar and darkest tales. Our
production plays out in a not-so-distant, dystopian world, where society is
teetering upon the brink of collapse.
Macbeth’s tormented struggle for
power is fueled by ambition, paranoia,
and encouraged by the supernatural,
but ultimately becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy rather than a product of outside manipulation.
This story is not just about
Macbeth, but rather the collaboration
and partnership of Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth to taste the bittersweet fruits
of their own treachery. From the first
moment, the action drives at a frantic
pace, with dramatic battles, personal
intrigue, and lots of sampling from the
playlists of each character's experience.
The "weird sisters" bring mystery
and prophesy through an intoxicating
musical appeal that is sexy, alluring,
but extremely dangerous. Directed by
Michael Mueller. May 9-18.

2019

“The Crocodile Sings:
An Evening With
Tennessee Williams”
@ MAVERICK THEATER
110 E Walnut Ave Unit B,
Tickets: (714) 526-7070
www.mavericktheater.com
In his final years, Tennessee
Williams often made personal appearances, during which he discussed his
plays, his famous friends, and his
extraordinary life. “The Crocodile
Sings” is an imaginary recreation of
such an appearance, using Williams'
own words, gleaned from the many
interviews he gave throughout his life.
Written and performed by Joe
Parrish. Strong language: Not appropriate for ages under 16. Directed by
Rose London. Through April 28.

“Hair”
@ MYSTERIUM THEATER
311 S Euclid St, La Habra
Tickets: (562) 697-3311
www.mysteriumtheater.com
Book and lyrics by Gerome Ragni
and James Rado and music by Galt
MacDermot. A product of the hippie
counterculture and sexual revolution
of the late 1960s, several of its songs
became anthems of the anti-Vietnam
War peace movement. In the current
political atmosphere, with homelessness, anti-vax, building walls and
more, Hair is as poignant as it was for
the anti-war movement. It is antiestablishment not just for argument’s
sake but to stand up for what you
believe in. Through May 19.

“Lysistrata”
@ CSUF
HALLBERG THEATER
800 N. State College Blvd
Tickets: (657) 278-3371
“Lysistrata” tells the story of the legendary Athenian Lysistrata, who calls
upon the women of Greece to help
put an end to the Peloponnesian War.
In order to do so, all women must
refuse to have sex with their husbands
until they agree to peace in Greece.
Inspired by Aristophanes and adapted by Ellen McLaughlin, “Lysistrata”
is directed by award-winning
actor/director Rufus Bonds Jr.
The cast of “Lysistrata” includes
Hayden Allcorn, Sidney Aptaker,
Mykah Atkins, Michelle Bachman,
Beylul Ephrem, Rachel Fosnaugh,
Natalie Giannosa, Kira Jamison, Peri
Kolodziej, Olivia Kridle, Yoni Kruvi,
Nate Lynn, Noah Michal, Alison
Kamishiro Parsons, Dawson Power,
Jessica Schreiber, Robyn Stephenson,
Josh Stover, Matt Valencia, and Ronan
Walsh. Through May 5.
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Fullerton Museum Center to Launch
Two Music Exhibits in May:
Building Guitars, Making History: Fender Stories
and Custom Beats: The Art of Hip-Hop
The Fullerton Museum Center, 301 N.
Pomona (at Wilshire) in Downtown
Fullerton, will begin display of two
exhibits with an opening reception on
May 4 from 6pm to 9pm.
The reception will include a live rock
band and Hip-Hip DJ, specialty cocktails,
refreshments, curators talk and more.
Reserve ticket by calling the Fullerton
Museum Center at 714-738-6545.
The reception for both exhibits is free
for Museum members and $20 for general admission.
The exhibits will run until August 4th
with gallery hours 12pm to 4pm Tuesday
– Sunday, (open to 8pm on Thursdays).
Regular admission to the gallery is free to
Museum members, $5/general, $4/seniors
& students, and $3/children.

“All the Arts Block Party!”
@ FLDWRK FULLERTON
110 E Wilshire Ave #101, Fullerton, CA 92832
All the Arts for All the Kids Foundation
will be hosting an art exhibit/fundraiser
called “All the Arts Block Party!” as part of
the Downtown Fullerton Art Walk on
Friday, May 3 from 6-10pm.
The event takes place at FDLWRK in
the Chapman Building at 110 E. Wilshire
at Harbor Blvd., in downtown Fullerton.
Local artists have created masterpieces
beginning with a 6”x 6” block of wood.

All art will be sold to help support lessons
in art, music, dance and theatre to every
K-6th grade child in the Fullerton School
District.
Participating Artists: Please drop off or
mail completed blocks to the All the Arts
for All the Kids Foundation, 1401 W.
Valencia Drive, Fullerton, CA 92833.
Please return your block by Monday, April
22.

Protecting Mother Earth
@ MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
1201 W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton www.themuck.org (714)738-6595
Curated by artist Rowan Harrison,
“Protecting Mother Earth” is an exhibition about the protection and conservation of our natural environment from the
perspective of Native Americans, who, as
the original human inhabitants of the
western hemisphere, continue to have a
unique relationship with the land.
Protecting Mother Earth brings together
a group of over a dozen artists from the
Native American community, including
Corey Stein, Corina Roberts, Maree
Cheatham, Gail Werner, Terry Glad
Flores, C. M. Scott, Valena Dismukes,
Eric Tippeconnic, Rowan Harrison,
Nadia Reed, Peggy Fontenot, Laurie
Steelink, Nadia LittleWarrior, Zoë Marieh

Urness, Randy Kemp, and Sheridan
Macknight. . Through April 28.

Student Art Exhibit Opening Reception May 2
@ FULLERTON COLLEGE ART GALLERY
321 E. Chapman Ave. Fullerton
This annual exhibition presents the best of the best artwork created during the current academic year. Prizes will be awarded to the students who demonstrate the highest
artistic merit. Many works will be available for purchase. Opens with reception from
5pm-7pm Thursday, May 2nd. Evening hours 6-8pm May 8 & 14.- thru May 16th

•“Building Guitars, Making History:
Fender Stories” tells the story of local Leo
Fender. From modest beginnings at his
Fullerton radio repair shop, Leo Fender
presided over what became the largest
musical instrument empire in the world.
Fender’s electric guitars, amplifiers, and
keyboards set the standard for the industry. His ideas formed the basis for the
almost limitless possibilities of sound in
music that today most people take for
granted.
Thousands of people have worked for
Fender at factories and offices over the
years, producing top quality instruments
with the Fender name. This exhibit tells

some of those stories from the boots on
the ground, Leo’s many employees who
toiled to make musical dreams come true.
•“Custom Beats: The Art of HipHop” tells the story of another genre of
music. For almost 50 years, Hip-Hop has
been vital to the expression of urban
youth around the world. Beginning as a
predominantly African-American youth
cultural expression from the streets of
New York, Hip-Hop is now an international phenomenon and a multi-billion
dollar culture industry.
With colorful street art, flashy track
suits and fresh sneakers, masters of HipHop express themselves outwardly as well
as inwardly- writing poetry and song lyrics
reflecting confidence, optimism and
struggle.
As a musical genre, Hip-Hop follows in
the footsteps of earlier African-Americanrooted musical forms such as blues, ragtime, jazz, funk, and disco. But Hip-Hop
is more than music: it is a culture and attitude encompassing fashion, graffiti, poetry, deejaying, breakdancing, beatboxing,
and emceeing. It is a culture that started
in deindustrialized urban America and
transformed into the political voice for
post-civil-rights African-Americans and
youth worldwide.
Custom Beats will investigate the ways
Hip-Hop art and culture have permeated
our everyday lives to become one of the
most influential lifestyles worldwide.

Invocation of Almost: The Art of David Tibet
@ CSUF BEGOVICH GALLERY
Cal State Fullerton, 800 N. St. College Blvd.
Invocation of Almost showcases a large
selection of David Tibet's past, present,
and future paintings and drawings, which
Channel his Cartoon Imaginings of
Apocalypses, Hallucinatory Scribble
Myths, and Sidereal Dream PickNicks.
There will also be many new sculptures
and installation pieces - all previously
unseen works - which have been recently
shown to Tibet as Dreams from the
Wooden Child. Some of these unique artworks include, or have been inspired by,
Coptic and Akkadian texts, languages that
Tibet has studied for many years.
Also on display will be original handwritten lyrics by Tibet, as well as
ephemera from Tibet's ParaMusical
group, Current 93. An entirely new musi-

cal composition has been created by
Current 93, as Red House as Red Barn,
especially for The CSUF Begovich
Gallery.
In addition, this exhibition will flicker
AlephFilms by the video artist Davide
Pepe, David Tibet's long-term collaborator and the FilmSaint for C93. An extensive full-color exhibition catalogue will be
produced in Lunar Conjunction with this
exhibition with texts and essays on David
and his work by: Anohni, Nick Blinko,
Henry Boxer, Jacqueline Bunge, Nick
Cave, Shirley Collins, Michel Faber, Gef!,
Norbert Kox, Thomas Ligotti, Hugo
Lundhaug, Seth Sanders, David Tibet,
Ola Wikander, Martin Worthington, and
Daniel Wojcik. Through May 25.
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Thank you for Your Open House: A few comments
Thank you CSUF for your Master Plan
Open House on April 10. Like most of
the attendees my main concern was the
Fullerton Arboretum where I have been
volunteering since the 1980’s.
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the three possible versions of the
Master Plan illustrated in your posters.
New buildings in one or more versions
included a conference center/dormitory, a
research greenhouse, a sustainability center, a wellness center and a new arboretum
administration building. There is also a
“loop” around the campus going through
the arboretum.
All three versions feature the conference
center/dormitory with the conference
center portion of the building within the
Arboretum footprint. I cannot see how
this would benefit the arboretum and
could only come at the expense of existing
plants (U-ACRE project vegetable garden?). Any seminars and classes offered by
the arboretum can be held in the existing
and beautifully landscaped Bacon
Pavilion.
Putting the research greenhouse in the
arboretum makes sense but the poster
places it in an area well traveled by the

public. Hopefully when the time comes
the Arboretum staff will be able to decide
the best location.
Certainly sustainability is one of the big
issues of our time. Does one more building really further this cause? “The greenist
building is the one not built.”
The wellness center’s goal of relieving
student stress is an excellent one. College
can be a stressful time in the life of a
young person. One more building however will not further this goal. Between
school, home, and work, students are in
buildings all day. How about an outdoor
wellness program incorporating what is
already offered by the arboretum such as
the “Yoga in the Garden” class? This and
any other stress relieving classes could be
free for students and well advertised on
campus.
The new administration building will
surely be welcomed by the staff.
The “loop” around the campus going
through the Arboretum will hopefully
encourage more students and visitors. It is
important however that the Arboretum
portion NOT be paved.
Thank you for your time.
PH Fullerton

CSUF Master Plan - “Mickey Mouse”
My wife Cindy’s first reaction to the
CSUF Master Plan (April 10 Spring Open
House). “It looks like Mickey Mouse,”
she said when the PowerPoint presentation showed CSUF relationship to the
community. “Look, the ears and face….”
It is “Mickey Mouse.” The plan intends
to cocoon the campus into a self-serving,
independent community no longer
involving or dependent upon the citizens,
the businesses and the culture of
Fullerton. Is the best way for students to
learn by living on campus and only being
involved in their tiny, make believe world?
The best way for students to learn is to
be involved in the greater community. To
rub elbows with the realities of the real
world and its knowledge, its successes, its
failures, its problems and prioritizing
challenges to balance resources with
necessities and desires.
Interesting that the Olympic ringed
“Criteria for Success” has five elements:
Connections,
Values,
Learning,
Activation and Identity where Learning is
not shown as the primary driver to an
education. It leaves out, what President
Virjee (April 10 Fullerton Library)
stressed, Employability; how graduates
have the skills to be assets to our community.
Surprisingly the plan does not mention
“hybrid” learning. Virjee portrayed the
future of education as some mix of classroom, campus, and home study.
Classrooms are being upgraded to have
cameras and microphones allowing students at home to join a class, hear the
instructions and join in discussions.
The plan portrays infrastructure, buildings, dorms, parking, and an ON-campus
fixation. Hello, there may be less need for
the high capital costs for infrastructure if
“hybrid” learning is, in fact, a reality.
The plan does not “reach higher” with
out-of-the box considerations. Room and
parking shortages could be ameliorated by
simply extending classes to a six-day
schedule. Virjee commented that he
could go “bowling” anywhere on campus
Friday afternoons and all day Saturday
and he acknowledged that this should be
considered.
Out-of-the box could involve the
greater community, utilizing assets that
might be available beyond the “landlocked” campus. Virjee affirmed that he
will be the first in line when outside

opportunities occur.
Virjee promised that the future of our
International Level IV Accredited
Arboretum will be a win-win for the university and the arboretum. CSUF provides nearly a million dollars a year toward
its operation. Some development may
occur as the university meets the needs of
an expanded student body.
“I love OLLI” said Virjee. That’s great
since the current footprint of the Ruby
Gerontology Center and home of OLLI is
replaced by dorms. Couldn’t we leave
housing to private developers and make
education the university’s priority?
President Virjee is a fantastic and energetic supporter of our university. He
noted that CSUF is acclaimed state-wide
and internationally on many counts and
we are to be proud of what has been
accomplished and look forward to its
dynamic future.
The Master Plan is in flux–struggling
with realities of funding and providing
students with the “best management practices” education. Go online to CSUF
Master Plan to review the plan and submit
your comments and suggestions at
https://masterplan.fullerton.edu/
Fritz von Coelln Fullerton
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Previous Owner of
Rancho La Paz
Should be Considered
in Rent Gouging Issue
Who was the previous owner of Rancho
La Paz? I ask this because it is an important part of the equation from a corporate
finance perspective. Your coverage so far
has painted the new owners as the impetus for the rate change. This is only partly
true. The previous owners must bear a significant portion of the responsibility.
Business (including real estate properties) typically sell at prices based on future
profits, not past profits. The selling price
for the property likely hinged on a business model including substantial rate
hikes. Although the new owner made the
decision, the old owner decided to sell at
the closing price. That price all but guaranteed the rate hike.
I cannot defend the new owner, but let’s
not pretend that the new owner is the
only party profiting from this situation.
The old owner rode off into the sunset
with proceeds from the sale that he or she
knew full well would require painful rent
hikes on his or her old tenants. He or she
could have sold for less, and sold to a
buyer who would not have raised rates as
aggressively.
Please continue to dig. Only by talking
about the economics behind this can we
keep landlords accountable to their communities. That includes landlords considering a sale.
Rob Stevenson Fullerton
ED: Good point. The previous owners
were two sisters Jill A. Richter and Janet
Rise Richter and their LLC “Beachfields.”
The deed was signed by J. Rise Richter.
The new owner, PEACE RANCH LLC
(aka. John Saunders Property Company)
however - had this business plan in mind
long before purchasing this property and
has run the exact same senario in numerous communities.

Mercury Policy Invites
Rear-End Collisions
Mercury Insurance has seemingly sanctioned rear-end collisions in parking lots,
based on a still-unresolved case from last
October, after I (a Cal State Fullerton
employee) was rear-ended by a student in
a campus lot.
Mercury's Santa Ana branch manager
Debbie Serrano refused to consider in her
decision the high rate of speed the student
was traveling while rounding a corner into
the lane I was backing into, out of a parking space. The student was driving so fast
that her car continued for 3 car lengths
after hitting my rear bumper.
Both vehicles were declared totaled.
Despite two letters requesting clarification, Serrano has refused to verify that the
company's automatic placement of 100%
blame on me (the driver backing up) is, in
fact, the company's national policy.
This appears to give a green light to
anyone who happens to rear-end another
car backing out of a parking space -- what
a great way to get rid of used vehicles and
blame the other driver -- so backing-out
drivers should beware, especially if you're
insured by Mercury!
RB Fullerton

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion pages provide an open forum for the community.
Opinions are those of the writers. The Observer accepts comments on any subject
of interest. Shorter comments are easier to place. We must verify your identity but
we only print name, and town, If a reasonable case for remaining anonymous can
be made we allow no name in print. Thanks!
Send comments by email to: observernews@earthlink.net or by mail to
Fullerton Observer, PO Box 7051, Fullerton CA 92834
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A IS FOR ARBORETUM NOT ASPHALT
The history of the Arboretum is welldocumented. Although the Arboretum
opened 40 years ago, planning began
almost ten years prior, led by faculty
THIS ARTICLE IS REPRINTED FROM
members from the Department of
THE CSUF ACADEMIC SENATE NEWSLETTER
Biological Science and their families, espeWithin the last month a great deal of cially Eugene (Gene) and Teri Jones. As
attention has focused on the future of the the idea gained traction, ASI and commuFullerton Arboretum as the university’s nity members were instrumental in raising
Physical Master Plan is developed. Almost funds.
The area that is now the Arboretum was
a year ago, the university’s architectural
a
diseased orange grove that was schedand planning consultants held a public
uled
to be demolished for a parking lot, A
event and conducted an online survey to
called “A is for Arboretum, not
group
collect data regarding the campus comAsphalt”
organized to promote the altermunity’s perceptions and opinions about
native, the CSU’s first
the future configuration of the
botanical garden on state
campus environment. A few
Arboretum
The
land. As we know, eventufindings stand out as especially
was identified ally the CSU Board of
relevant from my perspective.
Trustees set aside the 26
At the in-person event, the
as the
acres
for the specific purArboretum was identified as
“most
favorite
of establishing a
pose
the “most favorite spot” on
botanical
garden at CSUF.
spot”
campus (McCarthy Hall, my
Over
this
past forty
campus home, was least
on campus
the
campus
and
years,
favorite) among students, staff,
among
greater
community
have
and faculty, and the report
students, staff, developed a deep attachemphasizes that “a number of
ment to the Fullerton
visitors to these posters
and faculty.
Arboretum.
expressed a strong interest in
The Arboretum is a welintegrating the Arboretum into
coming
environment for
the curriculum, in providing a
our
diverse
community,
including people
more friendly and direct internal access
all
ages,
cultural
and
ethnic backof
for students, and to removing the pergrounds,
financial
situations,
genders, sexceived barrier between the arboretum and
ual
orientations,
and
identities
formed on
the campus.”
other
dimensions.
The two values that were most shared
I have been able to see the benefits to
by both students and faculty in the survey
those
with disabilities, whether visible,
(nearly
3,000
responses)
were
invisible,
developmental, and/or physical,
“Sustainability” and “Socioeconomic
who
can
visit
and utilize the Arboretum as
Equality.” Students also emphasized
a
safe,
low
stress,
judgement-free setting.
“health and wellness” as an important facOver
my
nearly
twenty years as a CSUF
tor in campus design. These responses
faculty
member
and
Fullerton resident, I
show that not only does the Arboretum
have
had
the
privilege
of seeing my chiloccupy a special status for the CSUF camdren
grow
up
in
the
Arboretum,
and of
pus community, the Arboretum’s mission
being
deeply
involved
in
student
learning
and activities exemplify values that are
and research there. The Arboretum has
vitally important to its members.
by John Bock
Professor of Anthropology
Director, Center for Sustainability

Letter to President Virjee on the Arboretum
To CSUF President Fram Virjee, J.D.
As a CSUF Professor Emeritus and former President of the Friends of the Fullerton
Arboretum, I exhort you, in the strongest possible terms, to preserve the Fullerton
Arboretum as an essential resource for both the CSUF campus and the City of
Fullerton.
In 2007, my wife and I left Fullerton, where we had lived for 30 years, to be close to
our grandchildren and assist with their upbringing. Among our greatest regrets about
that move was leaving my position as President of the Fullerton Arboretum. I had been
privileged to participate in the development of the Arboretum’s Strategic Plan and a key
participant in the campaign to fund and construct a new Visitor’s Center. As a Fullerton
resident as well as a longtime faculty member at CSUF, I was particularly proud of the
symbiosis between town and gown that the Arboretum facilitates. Recognizing the
immense value of the Arboretum as a botanical laboratory, a gathering spot for the campus and community, and an urban green space, my wife and I set up a Charitable Gift
Annuity of which the Arboretum is the beneficiary.
During my active participation in the Arboretum, I was sensitive to its vulnerability
to possible encroachment because of perceived campus space needs. Unfortunately,
some of those who see the need for more buildings do not realize how essential well
designed and maintained open space is to the overall health of a community. I am
proud to have been among those who worked successfully to defend the Arboretum
from such encroachment, and I thought that battle had been won.
You may then realize how dismayed I am to learn that the Arboretum is once more
threatened by a proposed new campus master plan whose authors may have forgotten
that the Arboretum is an invaluable resource for both CSUF and the City of Fullerton.
You were an undergraduate at UC Santa Barbara, so you undoubtedly appreciate how
important attractive open space is to student well-being. When I returned to Pittsburg
and reacquainted myself with the Carnegie Mellon campus, what impressed me most
was that the green “core” of the campus, which I enjoyed 50 years earlier as an undergraduate at Carnegie Tech, has been maintained despite feverish construction of new
facilities all around that core. Likewise, when my wife and I had a brief sojourn in
Fullerton last month, a walk on the grounds of the Arboretum left us feeling rejuvenated. Were the Arboretum to lose even a part of its small, but richly planted, acreage, it
would be a tragedy.
With best regards,
John Olmstead Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
CSUF Outstanding Professor, 1998
Past President, Friends of the Fullerton Arboretum, 2005-07

The Arboretum by Damion Lloyd
grown into a world-class research and Commitment (then the American College
educational institution in its own right, and University Presidents’ Climate
each year hosting thousands of local Commitment) and the Talloires
school children, providing support for Declaration, both of which signify the
dozens of research projects on its grounds university’s commitment to leadership in
by students and faculty from CSUF and sustainability.
many other institutions, and supporting
In 2018, CSUF joined the Healthier
many hundreds of CSUF students Campus Initiative, which commits the
through service-learning and internship university to action to improve the wellopportunities.
ness of the campus community, including
One of three arboreta in California to providing a wellness promoting physical
have ArbNet’s top level of accreditation environment. Do we represent values con(the others are the Los Angeles County sistent with establishing a healthy living
Arboretum and Botanical Gardens and and learning environment for our stuthe UC Davis Arboretum), it
dents, being a leader in
joins 26 others in the United
innovative solutions to
States and the world with this
transportation challenges,
The ending of
recognition. This includes
as preservers of the natural
the agreement
national botanical gardens in
world, and being a commitwith the City
the United States, Australia,
ted member if the local
and the United Kingdom, as
community?
of Fullerton
well as only a few other uniAt a time when we face an
will result in a
versity arboreta at the
existential crisis in climate
loss of about
University
of
Oxford,
change, I believe it would
Benemérita
Universidad $250,000, or six be appropriate for the uniAutónoma de Puebla, the
one-hundredths versity to send a message by
University of Massachusetts,
investing in this world-class
of one percent
the University of Washington,
botanical garden, instead of
the
University
of
removing green space. With
of CSUF’s
Pennsylvania,
and
the
our students facing a men$437 million
University of Hawaii.
tal health crisis of stress, we
annual budget. should be emphasizing the
We should all be immensely proud of this accomplishhealing effects of experiencment. CSUF has an opportuing the natural world at the
nity to not only maintain the
Arboretum.
Arboretum at this level, but to bolster this
With single occupancy vehicles conlevel of excellence. And this, in particular, tributing to most of CSUF’s carbon footis why I, for one, find it befuddling that print, perhaps we can invest in creative
any reduction in the physical portion of means to make public transit, bicycling,
the Arboretum directly devoted to green and walking the preferred options.
space and in-ground botanical exhibits
With the growing recognition of the
and research could even be considered.
injustice and environmental costs of food
The Fullerton Arboretum costs approx- waste, we should invest in expanding the
imately $1.25 million per year to operate. Arboretum’s composting capability.
The ending of the Joint Powers
If we want to better integrate the
Agreement with the City of Fullerton in Arboretum into campus, as I have repeat2020 will result in a loss of about edly heard is a goal, let’s do it by investing
$250,000 or twenty percent of the operat- in the Arboretum’s expertise and activities
ing requirements. While a substantial that are at the forefront of CSUF’s comamount of money, it is a small fraction, mitted values to sustainability, equality,
about six one-hundredths of one percent, social justice, and a healthy campus.
or six ten-thousandths, of CSUF’s $437
Let’s not put buildings in areas that are
million annual budget.
sequestering carbon, preserving biodiverEven within the budget environment sity in this urban environment by providwe face I believe that through concerted ing a home to plants and animals, improveffort this budget shortfall could be recov- ing the mental and physical well-being of
ered, and the Arboretum has indicated our campus and greater community, and
that they have plans to bridge this gap. providing crucial venues for student learnRegardless, I find it difficult to accept the ing and research.
loss of the city funding as a compelling
Back in the 1970’s they chanted “A is
argument to do anything to the for Arboretum, not Asphalt” while Joni
Arboretum. Changes that may be pro- Mitchell sang “you don’t know what
posed would, in themselves, be far more you’ve got till it’s gone—they paved paraexpensive. This is not a question of cost, dise and they put up a parking lot.”
but one of values.
As a campus and as a community, let’s
In 2011, CSUF became a signatory to commit to and invest in the future of the
the Second Nature Presidents’ Climate Fullerton Arboretum.
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REST IN PEACE WE REMEMBER YOU

CHIP LANTZ
Chip Lantz lived each day by setting an
unparalleled example of generosity and kindness.
He lost his battle with illness on April 7th.
He is survived by his wife, Wendy Lantz, and his
three children, Cori, Julie and Jonathan.
Hello Family & Friends,
With heavy hearts and the most fond of
memories, the Lantz family will be hosting a
celebration of life to honor Chip Lantz. from
3pm to 6pm on Sunday, April 28 at the Janet
Evans Swim Complex, 801 W. Valencia Ave., in
Fullerton. This is open to everyone and totally
casual, the way Chip always lived his life. He
loved this community and we look forward to
bringing everyone together as we say our final
goodbyes to the most caring man we have ever
known.
Chip loved to keep it casual and loose in
Hawaiian shirts. We plan to be in our finest
Hawaiian attire and welcome the rest of you
join us.
As many of you know, Chip was a liver transplant recipient. We began celebrating this gift of
life at the Donate Life Run/Walk 16 years ago.
And now, the circle of life continues as Chip
became a tissue donor.
As both a donor and recipient, we will walk in
his honor as “Team Chip” at the Donate Life

GWENDOLYN WHITEHEAD
Our beloved mother and grandmother,
Gwendolyn L. Whitehead, 90, of Wheatley,
Ontario Canada, passed away March 14,
2019, with her family by her side. Gwen was
born on February 6, 1929 to parents Glenn
Augustus Foster and Nora Ellen Cobley.
After attending teaching college and graduating with certifications to teach elementary
school, she taught in a one
room school house in Wheatley.
After a few years, she moved
to Niagara Falls to teach and
met her future husband,
Kenneth Whitehead, at a
YMCA dance. They dated for
three years and married on July
20, 1957 in Niagara Falls in a
small ceremony surrounded by
family and friends.
The couple stayed in Niagara
Falls for only a year after their marriage when
the town was hit with a long winter leading
them to decide that they would move to a
much warmer climate in California. They
decided to move to Fullerton, California
because of its lively downtown area and close
vicinity to larger cities in Orange County. Not
long after their move to Fullerton, Kendra was
born, followed by Patrice and Jonathan.
When she wasn’t busy with all the children’s
activities and lessons, she volunteered at
school, led PTA meetings and became an

2019

GEORGIA PRIEST HOOK

Run/Walk on Saturday, April 27th at CSUF.
This cause gave us sixteen extra beautiful years
with Chip, and we will always be thankful as
we continue to support this amazing organization. To join “Team Chip” visit http://olf.convio.net/site/TR/Events/General?team_id=3501
&pg=team&fr_id=1122
We also have plans to set up a swim school
scholarship foundation with FAST. In lieu of
flowers, please consider joining us in the Run/
Walk or donate to the scholarship foundation.
active member of Morningside Presbyterian
Church. She served on the Board of Deacons,
sang in the choir and directed the children’s
choir for years.
Not long after Kenneth
retired, their first grandchild arrived. The two
happy grandparents added three more grandchildren and watched them full time, taking
them to piano lessons and attending all of
their events and activities.
She continued to lead the
children’s choir, taught
Sunday School and was
always lending a hand to the
church’s Children’s Center.
Two more grandchildren
came along, and they were
lucky enough to move in with
her in the original house
Kenneth and Gwen moved
into back in the 1960’s.
She cared for her husband
until his death in 2007, and
she is survived by her children, son Jonathan and daughters Kendra and
Patrice, and grandchildren Kylie and Kenneth
Marshall, Alayne Avila, Emily Sklencar and
Nainoa and Kaileo Whitehead.
Although Gwen became a US citizen years
ago, she remained a Canadian at heart. Yearly
trips back to see family and friends were some
of the highlights of the past few years. She is in
our hearts and lives on in every memory we
have of her. We miss her every day, but draw
inspiration from her strength and never ending love for family and friends.

Julian Hearne, Jr

, 87, of Fullerton passed away on April 2, 2019. He married
Frances Giambalvo in 1957 and they moved to Fullerton where he took a position at Hughes
Aircraft and worked for 30 years. He was predeceased by his wife in 2016. He is survived by
their children Stephen, Kevin, and Susan, and 6 grandsons: TJ, Alexander, Jaimeson, Preston,
Cooper, and Anthony and his great-grandchildren Reagan, Liam and Tenly.
A mass will be held at St. Julian’s Church, 1320 N. Acacia Ave. at 10am on April 17.

Deva Ayama

MID APRIL

May 27,1924 – March, 2019

Ayama, a Fullerton resident for over 20 years, and a former
librarian starting at the original Fullerton Public Library on
Pomona Ave., was a world wanderer, spiritual seeker, and lover of
nature’s beauty. After the new library was built on
Commonwealth Avenue in 1971, she served as Supervisor of
Adult Services. She retired in the late 1980s. At the time patrons
called the library their extended family, and the employees surely felt as if they were family.
A few years after retiring she moved to Grants Pass, Oregon to
be near her sister, Connie. There, she organized a circle of people to share their thoughts on a search to higher consciousness. She opened a fair-trade store
selling goods from thirty different countries, and later a Metaphysical Library. Later in life,
she moved from Oregon to Northern California to be near her daughter, Carolyn. Ayama,
also, has a daughter, Beth, in Southern California, and a son, Tom, in Redding. Services will
be held in Encinitas on May 25. For information call Shanti Collins, (714) 528-2657.

Georgia passed away on March 23, 2019 at St.
Joseph Hospital in Orange, California. She was
76 years old.
Georgia was born in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
on January 3, 1943 and was raised in
Steubenville, Ohio by Wally and Helen Priest.
Growing up, she attended Steubenville High
School and Ohio Wesleyan University before
transferring to the University of Colorado where
she graduated with a Bachelor of Science and
met her future husband.
Georgia’s career was dedicated to science, and she was a research chemist at
Raychem and a lab manager at Rochelle Labs and Avon. She was an avid
bridge player; loved taking vacations with her family, especially to Yosemite;
and enjoyed reading, investing, coin collecting, game shows, and cooking.
Nature and animals were always a part of Georgia’s life, and she loved taking
care of and rescuing animals.
Georgia is survived by her husband Jim; brother Bill, sister Pam, son Andy;
and daughter Elizabeth. Donations in Georgia’s name to the Yosemite
Conservancy, 101 Montgomery St. Suite 1700, San Francisco, CA 94104 or
to the Humane Society of the Untied States, PO Box 96930, Washington
DC 20090-6030 are welcome and appreciated. A Memorial Service was held
at First Presbyterian Church on April 8.

JOE DALLAPE, 89, of Fullerton passed away April 8, 2019.
KENNETH (KEN) ANDERSON
M. Kenneth (Ken) Anderson, Jr., 87, born April
15, 1931 in Los Angeles, went to be with his Lord
and Savior on April 1, 2019 in Fullerton, after a
long struggle with Alzheimer’s disease.
Ken was the son of M. Kenneth and Josie Mae
(Nash) Anderson. He was the husband of Janet
(Freeman) Anderson. Ken is survived by his wife
Janet, daughter Dana (Anderson) Woodward,
Scot Woodward, Katy and Kristy Woodward, son
Rowan Anderson, Dawn (Kurtz) Anderson,
Carissa, Sean and Savannah Anderson and Ken’s first wife Janet (Stockand)
Anderson. Ken spent his early years in San Jose, and the family later moved
to Sacramento. He served in the United States Air Force in North Africa
during the Korean War. Ken graduated from University of California,
Berkeley, in 1957 and was affiliated with Phi Delta Theta Fraternity. Ken was
employed in a sales position most of his professional life. Ken retired from
S.E. Rykoff. He was active in Emmanuel Episcopal Church, serving in various leadership roles. He enjoyed traveling with his wife Janet, and working
in his beautiful garden. Ken’s family wishes to express their sincere appreciation to the staff at Richman Gardens in Fullerton and to Angels Hospice for
their love and care of Ken during his illness.
A Memorial Service will be held at Emmanuel Episcopal Church in
Fullerton on May 11, 2019, at 2pm. In lieu of flowers, the family requests
donations be made in Ken’s name to: •Emmanuel Episcopal Church,
Fullerton (1145 W Valencia Mesa Dr., Fullerton, CA 92833; OR
•Alzheimer’s Association of Orange County (2515 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA
92614

MARGIE EYMANN STARK
January 30, 1924--March 19, 2019
Resident of Fullerton, California
Margie passed away peacefully in her sleep at
home, on March 19 of heart failure. Margie was
born in Reedley, California, the eldest child of
Glenn Eymann and Margaret (Enns) Eymann.
She was raised a Mennonite in the San Joaquin
valley, and lived in Lemoore and Reedley, in close
proximity to grandparents, uncles, aunts, and
cousins. Margie was predeceased in death by her
husband Louis Stark, her sister, Janice Loeprich,
and brother, John Eymann.
She is survived by two daughters, Elizabeth Joyce and Janice Davis (Wayne),
and two sons, James Stark (Nancy), and Jack Stark; five grandchildren, Lauren
Davis (Brian Tuel), Chelsea Davis, Tara Davenport (Nick), Anna Rzonca
(Jesse), and Thomas Stark (Jessica); and two great grandchildren, Sophie and
Miles Davenport.
Margie graduated in 1946 from UC Berkeley with a BA in Social Work. She
met Louis Stark in !945. They married in 1946 and moved to Cambridge,
Mass, where Louis, after serving time in the Navy, attended MIT and completed his MS in Electrical Engineering. They ended up, four children later, settling in Fullerton in 1962, in a beautiful home they had built. During their 64
years of marriage, they sailed the Caribbean, back packed in the Sierra, and at
times their children and grandchildren accompanied them.
Margie was a member of PEO (1983), League of Women Voters, AAUW,
Art Alliance, and Music Associates. She made lasting friendships, and treasured
the company and phone calls of dear friends.
The greatest time of her life was raising her children, and later, spoiling her
grandchildren. The grandchildren came for summer visits and had daily
adventures to Disneyland, the beach, or Uncle Jack’s pool.
A celebration of life for Margie will be held in the summer this year.
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Gardening by Penny Hlavac
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Tidy Tips

This year’s rains have lead to an explosion of wildflowers in my garden. One of
my favorites is Tidy Tips (Layia platyglossa). This California native annual has
done well for me even in low rain years
but this year’s crop is providing an especially large feast for pollinators like native
and non-native bees, butterflies, and various species of hover flies. (Hover flies, aka
“flower flies,” are beautiful; they look and
behave nothing like house flies. Besides
being champion pollinators, their voracious larvae keep pests such as aphids in
check.) Tidy Tip’s nutritious seeds are a
treat for birds such as the Lesser
Goldfinch.
It is a member of the same plant family as sunflowers and daisies and like all
members of this family, what appears to
be a single flower is actually a densely

packed cluster of small flowers (“florets”).
“Ray” flowers are on the outer edges and
“disc” flowers are in the center. Disc flowers of Tidy Tips are a dark yellow; ray
flowers are a bright yellow with white tips.
It can be found growing wild in many
parts of the state including locally in
Orange County. One great place to see it
is in the Meadow at the Fullerton
Arboretum. This year wildflower identification guides (photos and names) have
been attached to the Meadow’s fence.
If you decide to sow seeds of this cheery
and easy to grow annual wildflower, either
in your yard or in a pot on a sunny balcony, wait until late fall to take advantage
of the winter rains. I got my seeds at the
Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden’s fall
sale years ago and they have been coming
up by themselves ever since, subsisting on
rainfall alone.

Armed Suspects Captured
Posted Tuesday April 2nd on the
Fullerton Police Department’s Facebook
page:
At 5:55pm, Fullerton Police Dispatch
received a call of shots fired in the 500
block of E. Patterson Way. Two males,
both wearing ski masks, exited a white
vehicle and opened fire at a group of people in the area. The two males then got
back into the white vehicle, occupied by
an additional male and female, and fled
the area.

The suspect vehicle eventually crashed
in the area of Highland and Santa Fe
avenues. All four suspects then fled from
the suspect vehicle, running westbound
near Amerige Park. FPD officers responded to the area and apprehended all four
suspects without incident.
Two weapons were located and thankfully there were no reports of injuries. All
four suspects were taken to the Fullerton
City Jail where they were booked on various felony charges.

LONG-TERM SATISFACTION WITH DENTAL IMPLANTS
As we live longer, older adults have
every expectation of preserving their
chewing ability and oral health. In
cases where tooth replacement is necessary, dental implants have emerged as
the most natural-looking and best
functioning option. To best gauge how
dental-implant patients feel about their
dental restorations, a questionnaire was
sent to 587 patients, eight to fourteen
years after their procedures. Of the 400
individuals who responded, a great
majority (81 percent) indicated that
they experienced high chewing comfort. The mean time elapsed since
implant installation was 10 years. Fully
94 percent of those answering the survey said that they were satisfied or suf-

ficiently satisfied with the aesthetic
aspects of their implant restorations.
According to a National Institutes of
Health (NIH) study, 90 percent of the
dental-implant patients surveyed rated
the procedure as “good” or “excellent.”
We want you to be comfortable with
us no matter what your oral concerns.
We try to make all our patients’ visits as
relaxing as possible. If you are hesitant
about visiting the dentist, for receding
gums, cosmetic matters, dry mouth, or
other oral issues, we invite you to call
us and find out how satisfying and
rewarding a visit to the dentist can be.
For full-service, patient-friendly dental
care in a comfortable atmosphere,
make an appointment today.

501 N. Cornell Ave., Suite 1, Fullerton 92831.
To schedule an appointment please call 714-992-0092
www.paulnelsondental.com

PUZZLE MASTER
Valerie Brickey
was born in Fullerton
and returned to raise
her family here. This is
her 101st Crossword
for the Observer! She
has been contributing
puzzles since 2014.

LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS
Call (714) 525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides space for NEIGHBORS to advertise. To participate you must have a local phone number. Contractors must provide valid
licenses. Editor reserves right to reject any ad not considered suitable for our
family newspaper. The cost of a classified is $10 for 50 words or less per issue.
Payment is by check only. The Observer assumes no liability for ads placed here.
However, if you have a complaint or compliment about a service, please let us
know at (714) 525-6402. Call City Hall at (714) 738-6531 to inquire about
business licenses. For contractor license verification go to the California State
Contractor License Board website at www.cslb.ca.gov.

POSITION AVAILABLE
MASSEUSE NEEDED

Need services of a woman massager for
a lady who had knee replacement surgery. On per diem basis. Call Bipin at
(657) 500-8366 and leave message.

EMPLOYMENT

FULLERTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
JOB OPENINGS deadline 4/22

•HVAC Technician $4,539-$5,806/mo
•Instructional Assistant/Recreation
$15-$19/hourly
And more. Apply at www.edjoin.org
“Fullerton Elementary”
CITY JOB OPENINGS
(updated April 9, 2019)

Visit www.cityoffullerton.com and click
on the “How Do I” tab and then
“Careers.” Apply online by clicking on the
“Apply” link or visit Fullerton City Hall,
303 W. Commonwealth Ave.
•Administrative Intern
Part-time $13-$17/hourly
•Airport Service Worker
Full Time $2,949-$3,765/monthly
•Code Enforcement Officer
Full Time $2,559-$5,819/monthly
•Senior Building Inspector
$5,776-7,372/monthly Full Time.
•Police Officer Trainee
$5,986-$6,599/monthly Full Time.
•Police Officer (Lateral)
$5,986-$7,640/mo. Full Time.

FOR SALE

VARIOUS ITEMS

Green Sofa Beds, Large Micro-Oven,
bakes & broils, Large & Medium sized
Oriental Rugs (714) 447-4037

WANT TO BUY

Wanted: OLDER ENGINEERING
& TECHNICAL BOOKS

Engineering, physics, mathematics, electronics, aeronautics, welding, woodworking, HVAC, metalworking and other
types of technical books purchased. Large
Collections (25+ books) Preferred. Please
call Deborah (714) 528-8297

SERVICES OFFERED
PERMIT DRAWINGS

DESIGN by K A L I S H A:
Construction drawings for Residential
and Commercial New Construction,
Additions, Remodeling, Health Dept.,
Tenant
Improvements,
A.D.U.’s
(Accessory Dwelling Units). Engineering
and Title 24 available. Please send any
photos, sketches and/or requests via text
or telephone 714.589.1375 or by email
to: designbykalisha@gmail.com

HOME REPAIR

LICENSED HOME SERVICES

Roofing, Dry Rot, Windows, Doors,
Fences, Gates, Patio Covers
CSLB #744432.
Free estimates (714) 272-8702
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KIDS TAKE ACTION
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The Kids are the Grownups
in the Room
(when it comes to climate crisis)
by Sarah Mosko

The other student-led movement was
ignited last August when Greta Thunberg, a
The next U.S. presidential election is Swedish teenager, walked out of school on a
being transformed because children every- Friday to stand outside the Swedish parliawhere, watching in disbelief as grownups ment building in protest of her government’s
fail to address the climate crisis, are inaction on climate change. Her personal
launching their own climate movements. activism has sparked a world-wide protest
In contrast to the 2016 election – where known as Fridays for Future (FFF) where
exactly zero questions about global warm- students in over 2,200 cities across 128
ing were posed during the general election countries join Greta in staging walkouts
debates – the lineup of presidential candi- every Friday with the same message: The
dates are already being pressured to do threat to their future posed by climate
something about the climate threat, and change is exponentially more important than
it’s our kids doing it.
whatever they’re missing in class.
Of the two largest youth cliFFF strikers are asking
mate movements in the United
questions
like “Why study
Young people
States, one originated here and
for a future, which may not
one abroad.
in over 100
be there?”
The Sunrise Movement is a
Greta is a climate hero to
nations
student-led political organization
the younger generation,
participated
which sprang up prior to the
and many in the older genmid-term elections to advocate
erations are listening too.
in the
for transitioning to renewable
She’s recently given a TED
March 15
energy. Half of the 20 candidates
talk, addressed the COP24
Sunrise supported for refusing to
Strike For
United Nations climate
accept fossil fuel money won
talks in Poland, and delivClimate.
election.
ered a speech to the World
Now, Sunrise is aggressively
Economic Forum where
promoting the Green New Deal
her six-minute statement to
(GND), a congressional resolution outlin- the grownups in power went viral:
ing an ambitious economic stimulus
“….The main solution, however, is so simpackage to drive down greenhouse gas ple even a small child can understand it. We
emissions while creating green jobs and have to stop the emissions of greenhouse
addressing income inequality. It’s nothing gases….I don’t want you to be hopeful, I
short of an economic and social revolu- want you to panic….I want you to act as if
tion.
the house is on fire, because it is.”
That children confronting an elected
FFF mobilized a worldwide Strike For
official for not supporting the GND can Climate on Friday, March 15 in which
deliver a powerful political gut punch was 100,000s of young people in nearly 2,000
driven home when Senator Diane cities in over 100 nations participated.
Feinstein’s condescending response to Youths gathered at several locations here in
young activists went viral.
Los Angeles and Orange Counties.
In a poignant letter addressed to global
leaders, FFF activists stated their commitment to continue striking until those in
power take responsibility for fixing the climate crisis.
On the day before the March 15 strike,
Greta was nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize for her climate activism. Her determination is inspiring other children to express
their outrage in creative ways. For example,
9-yr old Zayne Cowie wrote a children’s
book for grownups titled “Goodbye Earth”
which chastises adults for dumping on
younger generations a crisis they did nothing
to create.

PHOTO MICHAEL CAMPANELLA FOR THE GUARDIAN

Greta Thunberg started her protest alone sitting outside of the Swedish Parliament,
in an effort to force politicians to act on climate change.
Visit her website at https://www.fridaysforfuture.org/
Whether we grownups will move
beyond the shame we should feel for
making such a mess of things to take on
the task at hand remains to be seen. A
good start entails acknowledging that
the party is over when it comes to the
wanton burning of fossil fuels. It’s akin
to the sober day after a frat-house party
where there’s no getting around cleaning up the beer bottles, puke and
crushed Cheetos if you want to have a
decent place to live again.
The enthusiasm for the GND among
more progressive members of Congress,
including several new young firebrands
like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY),
offers hope that those in power might
find the will to act before it’s too late.
Two recently introduced House bills
also take direct aim at the climate. The

Energy Innovation and Carbon
Dividend Act (H.R.763) drives down
greenhouse gas emissions by putting a
rising price on carbon emissions. The
Climate Solutions Act requires that all
electricity in the nation come from
renewable sources by 2035.
Despite these hopeful signs, the
intransigence in Congress still looms
large and, to overcome, will require
non-stop pressure from people of all
ages.
We adults who’ve awakened to the climate crisis should feel humble before
the youth activists who really have
become the grownups in the room
when it comes to taking responsible
action. I’m reminded of the Biblical
passage “out of the mouth of babes.”

Airplane Accident at Fullerton Airport

A Cessna 172 coming in for a landing on Fullerton Airport’s Runway 24 took a
sharp turn and flipped over. The student pilot may have tried to stop the plane too
fast. Luckily no one was injured and both pilot and passenger walked away.
The incident happened before noon on April 11th. PHOTO RYAN WAGNER

Clothesline Project
at Fullerton College & CSUF
Over 1,000 multicolored T-shirts
hung on clotheslines around Fullerton
College and Cal State Fullerton and
across colleges and universities
throughout Orange County this
month.
The project came to Fullerton
College on April 9 and comes to Cal
State Fullerton on April 16 from 10am
to 2:30pm.
The Clothesline Project features Tshirts with messages from individual
victims of crime each telling a different
story and expressing their emotions.
This is a moving testament to courage
and survival.
The Clothesline Project in Orange
County began in 2001 with just eight
T-shirts and now in its 18th year gives a
voice to the unheard voices of hundreds
of women and men affected by violence
and sexual assault, as well as child sexual abuse, sexual harassment, human
trafficking, domestic violence, and
homicide.
Waymakers will have a table set up

for victims to learn more about services
available to them through the nonprofit, or to create their own shirts to add to
the compelling display. For over 30
years, nonprofit Waymakers has helped
Orange County victims of sexual
assault and abuse find their voice and
overcome the hardships they’ve encountered.
Between 1,600 and 1,800 rape victims in Orange County are served by
Waymakers’ each year. The life-changing services offered include a 24-hour
crisis hotline, one-on-one peer counseling, support groups, extensive education programs (also offered to colleges
and universities) and a primary prevention focus working with men’s groups.
Those who are a victim of a crime can
call (949) 250-4058. Those who need
support after a sexual assault may call
the 24-hour line (714) 957-2737.
Youth in need with nowhere to go may
call the 24-hour line (714) 842-6600.
Visit www.waymakersoc.org for more
information on services available.

